


ART OF TYLER JACOBSON Slipcased Signed
Publisher’s Exclusive Edition with signed bonus 
page and additional 16 pages. 
Highly Recommended. Extra 
pages showcase sketches and 
preliminaries only found in this 
publisher-exclusive edition, as well 
as a slipcase with a new cover 
painting, red quarter cloth binding 
and metallic gold titles. Our supply 
will be limited to our initial order. 
Explore every aspect of this quint-
essential artist’s career, a fantasy illustrator who embraces 
classic illustration--think John Howe, Brom, James Gurney 
and Michael Whelan. He’s clearly in the same class, even 
though he’s a name new to us. His clients including Wizards 
of the Coast, Dungeons & Dragons, Magic: The Gathering, 
Rolling Stone Magazine, Toyota, Men’s Journal, Tor Books, 
Scientific American, Entertainment Weekly, The New Yorker 
and Sports Illustrated!! Flesk, 2022.
ARTTJD. HC, 12x12, 176pg, FC  $99.95
Regular Edition
Highly Recommended. Flesk, 2022.
ARTTJH. HC, 12x12, 160pg, FC  $49.95
DAVE STEVENS’ THE ROCKETEER  
Artist’s Edition
New Printing. Our Highest Rec-
ommendation. In 2009 when IDW 
launched its award-winning Artist’s 
Edition series, The Rocketeer was the 
inaugural release, winning a coveted 

Eisner Award. The 
book quickly sold 
out and went into 
a second printing. 
Now it’s back in 
a special 40th 
anniversary printing. Collects the first 
8 complete stories by Dave, including 
Cliff’s New York Adventure. Plus six cov-
ers including one previously unpublished 
and one with a topless Bettie that was 
censored when published! IDW, 2022.

DSRAEH. HC, 12x17, 136pg, b&w  $150.00

THE ART OF DEAN CORNWELL New Printing
Limited, 900! Third Printing. Our Highest 
Recommendation. By Daniel Zimmer. 
FULL COLOR throughout and entirely 
new. First released in late 2015 in a limited 
edition, then reprinted to once again 
quickly sell out, this is only the second-ever 
book on this important and influential artist. 
Filled with beautiful illustrations reproduced 
almost exclusively from the original paint-
ings and drawings, this spectacular book 
explores Dean Cornwell (1892-1960), 
American illustrator and muralist. His oil paintings were frequent-
ly featured in popular magazines and books as literary illustra-
tions, advertisements, and posters supporting the war effort. 
Throughout the first half of the 20th century he was a dominant 
presence in American illustration. At the peak of his popularity he 
was nicknamed the “Dean of Illustrators.” Illustrated Press, 2022.
ARTDCH. HC, 9x12, 224pg, FC  $44.95

On our Cover
ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE #76 Earle Bergey
Our Highest Recommendation. This issue features the 
work of Earle Bergey, one of 
the most prolific and outstanding 
cover artists of both pulps and 
vintage paperbacks, but never 
with a book devoted to him. This 
is it--his career and dozens and 
dozens of wonderful cover cre-
ations, many from the original 
artwork. Including early pin-up 
art and nudes. Known for his 
legendary science fiction cover 
illustrations for Thrilling Wonder 
Stories, Startling, Amazing 
Stories, and many other pulp 
magazines of the 40s and 50s, 
the feature takes a look at his entire career and features 
reproductions of original paintings as well as rare magazine 
covers. He began his career doing pin-up and risqué pulps 
like Snappy Stories, and here are his very appealing nudes, 
collected for the first time ever. He also did the covers of 
one of the strangest and rarest early pulps, Tales of Magic 
and Mystery from 1928, in a total departure from his regular 
style. When pulps went away, Bergey went into mystery, ex-
ploitation and sci-fi paperback art, and here are covers you’ll 
recognize as icons of the period. Illustrated Press, 2022.
IL76. Magazine, 9x11, 80pg, PC  $15.00
Cover Image: Art by Earle Bergey courtesy of The Illustrated 
Press, Inc., 2022.
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News & Notes
I was quite surprised to find there has never been an art book devoted to Earle 
Bergey. So I chose to feature him on our cover since Illustration Magazine, above, 
did such a comprehensive feature on his career. Bergey began doing pin-up 
magazine covers in the 1930s, such as Gay Paree and Snappy. Next he became 
a staple of the science fiction pulps, doing long runs of covers for Startling Stories 
and Thrilling Wonder, two of the best-selling pulps from the late 1930s to the early 
1950s. Many of these covers are icons though I didn’t realize they were all his work. 
In the early 1950s he became one of the very finest paperback cover artists. Again, 
his images, especially for Popular Library, are today among the most collectible—
and cool—covers in the mystery/detective and sci-fi genres.
Ken Kelly passed away on June 3rd. Ken had a 50-year career doing fantasy 
and sword and sorcery work, painting covers for paperbacks as well as Warren’s 
Creepy and Eerie and work for Kiss. Ken was the nephew of Ellie Frazetta, whose 
maiden name was Kelly, and he studied under Frank Frazetta early in his career. 
Kelly joins the other greats we’ve lost this year: James Bama, George Perez and 
Neal Adams.
Collectors Supplies: There is a serious shortage of Mylars (like, none) and now 
we’re having trouble getting Mylites too. Prices for both products and shipping have 
been going up. We’ve not changed our prices in some time, but we’ll be forced to 
do that when we have to restock. See page 20, order now at pre-inflation prices.
Underwood Books File Copies. Page 4 and see the website for more. These 
came from Tim himself, packed in a container at his home. Too late to include, we 
also just brought in 15 more on-sale titles from Tim’s distributor. Several we offered 
once before but they sold out. Telling Stories: The Comic Art of Frank Frazetta, 
Middle Earth, Shameless Art, Savage Art, Spectrum, and some surprises. Search 
“Underwood.” Sign up for our for our weekly emails so you won’t miss out on 
low-quantity titles as we list Rare Books (new each week now) that don’t make it into the catalog. ~Bud
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Featured New Items

Look for the star symbol. These 
are items that are deeply discounted 
from the original publisher’s price. 
Most of these items have been closed 
out by the publisher and we have limit-

ed copies. Buy now before they’re gone! 
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JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER DAWN 2020 
Sketchbook Signed
Recommended. All new. This 24-page 
full color sketchbook normally is avail-
able at San Diego Comic Con, but due 
to the cancellation of all shows in 2020, 
and covid, it’s late but available now! 
Inside is not only Dawn but Wonder 
Woman, Ghita Dejah Thoris and Game 
of Thrones beauties. Several full nudes. 
All previously unpublished.  
Dynamite, 2021.
DAW20S. SC, 7x10, 24pg, FC  $30.00
COLLECTED TOPPI Vol 7 Sharaz De
Foreword by Walt Simonson. Two stories in full color. 
Our Highest Recommendation. 
An extra-thick volume offers tales 
inspired by the Arabian Nights 
by comics master Sergio Toppi, 
exploring a barbaric society where 
the supernatural is the only remedy to 
injustice! Sharaz-de, captive to a cruel 
and despotic king, must each night 
spin tales to entertain her master and 
save her head from the executioner. 
Her stories are filled with evil spirits, 
treasures, risk, and danger, but ever at their center is the 
passions of gods and men. Magnetic Press, 2022.
COLT07H. HC, 9x12, 216pg, PC  $29.99
See page 26 for Vol 6.
THE FLY BOOK Signed
Signed with a drawing! Highly 
Recommended. Animator and art 
director Ted Blackman (Batman: 
The Animated Series, Gargoyles, 
Pixar’s The Incredibles, WB 
Batman Animated movies) has 
published a wonderful collection 
of 25 years of Fly gags. Most of 
it’s in full color, and the jokes are 
really a blast. He’s kindly not just signed these, he does a 
small 2x2 pen&ink in every copy. Ted is also the author of 
Superzeroes, a superhero spoof. Crotchety Comics, 2022.
FLYBS. SC, 8x8, 90pg, FC  $12.95

TED BLACKMAN’S SUPERZEROS! Color and 
Activity Book Signed & dated with a small original 

drawing! Self-published. TEDBS. SC, 8x11, 98pg, b&w
 $14.95 $8.95
GROO MEETS TARZAN
Collects #1 to 4, 2021. Recom-
mended. A bumbling barbarian 
encounters the cunning lord of 
the jungle, but will Groo wind up 
destroying the jungle itself or teaming 
up with Tarzan to fight slavers? With 
cartoonist Sergio Aragones lost and 
running from hungry lions in Chula 
Vista’s Jungle Safari Land and script 
writer Mark Evanier doing panels all 
day at Comic-Con International, how 
will this comic get finished? Legend-
ary Tarzan artist Thomas Yeates 
swings in to help! Dark Horse, 2022.
GROOMT. SC, 7x10, 112pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
SCIENCE FICTION ILLUSTRATION The Near 
Future and Fantasy Worlds Creators’ Showcase
Recommended. A large-for-
mat anthology that introduces 
32 contemporary artists and 
their works depicting near-fu-
ture and imaginary worlds with 
a variety of illustration styles 
and outstanding techniques. 
Inside you will find a devas-
tated apocalyptic world, a 
society with advanced science, 
humans and cities that are a 
fusion of machines and ad-
vanced technology, characters traveling through an infinite 
universe, novel gadgets with huge potential, and the future 
that we dream of. PIE International, 2021.
SCIFN. SC, 10x10, 160pgs, PC $39.99 $34.99

THE WALT DISNEY FILM ARCHIVES  
The Animated Movies 1921-1968
Highly Recommended. 
New bargain-priced edition. 
Edited by Daniel Kothenschulte. 
Taschen’s first volume of one of 
the most expansive illustrated 
publications on Disney anima-
tion. 1,500 images take us to 
the beating heart of the studio’s 
“Golden Age of Animation.” This 
landmark volume includes behind-the-scenes photos, story 
sketches, and cel setups of famous film scenes. It spans each 
of the major animated features made during Walt’s lifetime, as 
well as lesser-known short films, episodic musical films, and 
unfinished projects. Taschen, 2022. Rush Service and Inter-
national shipping would require an additional charge.
WALDFAH. HC, 16x12, 620pg, PC $80.00 $70.00
FIGHT COMICS FEATURING SENORITA RIO Vol 1
Collects stories from Fight #19-34, 
1942-44. Highly Recommended. Art by 
Nick Cardy, Lily Renee et al. A wonderful 
wartime series, usually 10 full pages in 
each issue. This lovely actress-turned-
agent was a mainstay in Fight for many 
years. Created by a true legend in the 
industry Nick Viscardi, later known better 
as Nick Cardy, he stayed with the series 
for eleven adventures. Lily Renée’s first 
Rio adventure is here and she is most 
strongly associated with the character, 
being one of the greatest female comic artists in the history of 
the business! PS Artbooks, 2022.
FCSR01. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $29.99
Vol 1 Hardcover
PS Artbooks, 2022.
FCSR01H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
TAILS OF THE SUPER-PETS
1947-1968. By Ramona Fradon, Curt 
Swan, Jim Mooney et al. In the 1950s 
and early 1960s, super-pets became the 
rage at DC Comics. Here are all the first 
appearances of Krypto the Super-Dog, 
Streaky the Super-Cat, plus in this incredi-
ble collection: Ace the Bat-Hound, Aqua-
man’s pet octopus, Topo, andSuper-Mon-
key! Co-starring Supergirl, Superboy, The 
Legion of Superheros, Wonder Woman, 
Superman and others. DC Comics, 2022.
TAILSU. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC $19.99 $17.99

Neil Gaiman
NEIL GAIMAN’S CHIVALRY
Highly Recommended. From the Hugo, 
Bram Stoker, Locus, World Fantasy, 
Nebula award-winning, and New York 
Times bestselling writer Neil Gaiman 
(American Gods) comes this graphic 
novel adaptation by Colleen Doran (Troll 
Bridge, Snow, Glass, Apples). An elderly 
British widow buys what turns out to be 
the Holy Grail from a second-hand shop, 
setting her off on an epic visit from an ancient knight, Galaad. 
He appears in her contemporary world, horse and armor and 
all, in hope of winning the cup. Doran combines images of 
ancient times with illuminated lettering to create a superlative 
blend of old and new in this unique story. Dark Horse, 2022.
NGCHH. HC, 7x10, 72pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
NORSE MYTHOLOGY Vol 2
Collects #1-6, 2nd series. Highly 
Recommended. Neil Gaiman and P. 
Craig Russell once more team with 
Matt Horak, Mark Buckingham and 
other artists to bring more Norse myths 
to life, including the origins of poetry and 
a mead that many will die for, Thor and 
Loki’s eventful trip into the land of giants, 
the gods’ woeful bargain that might lose 
them eternal life, and the beloved god 
Frey’s journey to Valhalla and beyond. 
Dark Horse, 2022.
NOR02H. HC, 7x10, 152pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
Vol 1 #1-6, 2020-21. NOR01H.  $29.99 $26.99
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BORN TO BE POSTUMOUS The Eccentric 
Life & Mysterious Genius of Edward Gorey

New on sale. Mark Dery. 
Based on newly uncovered 

correspondence and interviews 
with personalities like Lemony 
Snicket and Neil Gaiman, this 
draws back the curtain on the 
eccentric genius and mysterious life 
of Edward Gorey. An eccentric, a 
gregarious recluse, an enigmat-
ic auteur of whimsically morbid 
masterpieces--but who was the real 
man behind eccentricities? Prose, 
with a handful of illustrations. William Collins, 2018.
BORNPH. HC, 6x9, 512pg, Text/b&w $35.00 $19.95
GUILLERMO LORCA THE ETERNAL LIFE
Recommended. By Guillermo 
Lorca. A selection of the work 
of the last seven years of the 
renowned Chilean artist. With 
an introduction by the acclaimed 
art historian and critic Edward 
Lucie-Smith, this introduces us 
to the work of one of the finest 
contemporary artists in Chile. His 
sometimes disturbing, poetic oil 
paintings blend Surrealism with the Spanish Baroque. 
2019, Unicorn. Note: Copies have light scuffing on the 
corners and spine.
GUILH. HC, 9x11, 128pg, FC $35.00 $31.99
ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY #36
Highly Recommended. Thomas 
Fluharty, one of the usual gang of 
idiots from 1990s MAD magazine, 
talks about his artwork and shows 
us his caricatures, including this 
issue’s cover. Arantza Sestayo, 
Spanish realist and illustrator, 
is our favorite feature--beautiful 
women and fairies, Game of 
Thrones, and Dejah Thoris. Also 
fine-line illustrator José Luis Sa-
linas and his Cisco Kid, plus never-before-seen color 
western paintings. Caran d’Ache, the French master of 
humor and pen & ink. Book Palace, 2022.
IQ36. SC, 9x11, 96pg, PC  $27.99
See our website (or inquire) for more Illustrators 
Quarterly.

Kyosai
KYOSAI The Israel  
Goldman Collection
Recommended. By Koto 
Sadamura. The Japanese artist 
Kawanabe Kyosai (1831-89) 
saw Japan transform itself from 
a feudal country into a modern 
state. The turbulent times in which he lived are reflected 
in his riotous images, in which skeletons, demons and 
ghosts rub shoulders with classically rendered ukiyo-e 
courtesans. Among his most charming and inventive 
works are his brilliant depictions of animals--crows, 
frogs and elephants, among many others--which often 
stand in for political figures of the day.  
Royal Academy of Arts, 2022.
KYOSIH. HC, 10x12, 192pg, PC  $49.95
KYOSAI’S ANIMAL CIRCUS
By Koto Sadamura. Kawanabe 
Kyosai (1831-89) delighted in 
the depiction of animals--crows 
with strong personalities, frogs 
in the schoolroom, rats on 
trapezes, cats in procession, 
elephants performing tricks--and 
frequently used them to satirize 
contemporary society. This small 
but enchanting book reveals a 
cavalcade of Kyosai’s creatures from the renowned 
Israel Goldman Collection, with an introduction to the 
artist and his menagerie by Koto Sadamura, a leading 
authority on Kyosai. Royal Academy of Arts, 2022.
KYOSAH. HC, 7x7, 96pg, PC  $24.95

Underwood File Copies
ART OF JEFFREY JONES Hardcover
Publisher file copy, with some wear. Our 
Highest Recommendation. Edited by Cathy 
and Arnie Fenner. Art by Jeffrey Jones. 
This features 185 stunning full-color works. 
From the 1960s through the early 1980s, 
Jeffrey Jones was one of the most respected 
creators of fantasy and science fiction art. 
Underwood Books, 2002. Out of print. Con-
dition: Very Good to Fine: Copies have a 
slightly bumped corner and very small tears 
or creases on the jacket.
ARTJJ. HC, 9x12, 160pg, FC  $125.00
COMIC BOOK REBELS Signed
Almost Gone! Publisher file copy. Signed 
& limited, 750, Leatherette hardcover em-
bossed in two contrasting metallic colors. 
Lacks slipcase. Highly Recommended. 
Interviews with twenty top comic book 
creators, with chapters examining the new 
comics, undergrounds, mavericks and moguls, 
international talent, and the new indepen-
dents. Signed by Neil Gaiman, Frank Miller, 
Alan Moore, Dave McKean, Dave Sim, and 
authors Stanley Wiater, Stephen R. Bissette 
and Will Eisner. Our copies LACK the slipcase as issued; we 
have lowered the price by $100 to compensate. Out of print. 
Underdwood Books, 1997.
COMBRS. HC, 6x9, 320pg, b&w  $250.00
FRANK FRAZETTA ICON
Publisher file copy, 2003, first revised 
edition. Edited by Cathy and Arnie Fenner. 
32 more new pages than hardcover including 
paintings of Woody Allen and Peter Sellers; 
concepts of Clint Eastwood for the movie 
poster of The Gauntlet; original concepts for 
the Conan book cover paintings; and charac-
ter drawings for the Broadway production of 
Li’l Abner. There was just one printing of this 
revised softcover edition. Underwood, 2003. 
Out of print. Condition: Very Fine. Our copies are mostly still in 
shrink wrap or remnants of shrink wrap.
FFICON. SC, 9x12, 208pg, FC  $125.00
SPECTRUM Vol 16
Publisher file copy from 2004, still in 
shrink-wrap. Our Highest Recommenda-
tion. The Best in Contemporary Fantastic 
Art. Edited by Cathy Fenner and Arnie 
Fenner. Features such diverse visionary 
artists as James Jean, Adam Hughes, 
Paul Bonner, Brom, Iain McCaig, Peter de 
Sève, Anita Kunz, and 300 more creators. 
Grand Master is Richard Corben. The Year 
in Review. Underwood Books, 2004.  
Out of print. 
SPE16. SC, 9x12, 264pg, FC  $50.00
SPECTRUM Vol 19 Hardcover
Publisher file copy. Our Highest Rec-
ommendation. Edited by Cathy and Arnie 
Fenner. 300 diverse visionary artists, many 
world-renowned, including Michael Whelan, 
Donato Giancola, Leo & Diane Dillon, 
Kinuko Craft, and Peter de Sève. James 
Gurney (Dinotopia) is the featured Grand 
Master. Cover is by Brom. Underwood 
Books, 2012. Out of print. Condition: Near 
Fine to Fine Plus. Jacket may have a little 
edge wear.
SPE19H. HC, 9x12, 304pg, FC  $60.00
See page 20 for more Spectrum.
BALOOK Hurt
Almost Gone! Publisher file copy. A nine-
ton prehistoric Balook is brought to life and 
befriended by a boy named Thor. Out of 
print. Condition: Dust jacket covers slightly 
scuffed and edgeworn, bumped corner.
BALOHR. HC, 6x10, 198pg, Text/PC  $20.00
Signed (by the artists) Edition: BALOD. 
 $100.00
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All Ages
BENEATH THE TREES Vol 1 The Autumn of  
Mister Grumph
First published in France; four 
book series. Animation style 
children’s graphic novel. Highly 
Recommended. By Dav. Winter 
approaches and all the animals in 
the forest are in full preparation. 
All the animals but one: grumpy 
badger Mr Grumph can’t finish sweeping dead leaves off his 
doorstep with everyone coming by! Magnetic Press, 2021.
BEN01H. HC, 10x7, 32pg, FC  $16.99
BENEATH THE TREES Vol 2 Winter Chills
First published in France; four book series. Animation 
style children’s graphic 
novel. Highly Recommended. 
By Dav. Winter is here, and Mr. 
Fox has his enormous scarf to 
keep him warm, but it’s TOO 
big--he trips over it and gets 
caught on tree branches while 
trying to catch the eye of a 
beauty! Magnetic Press, 2021.
BEN02H. HC, 10x7, 32pg, FC  $16.99
LIGHTFALL  
Vol 2 Shadow of the Bird
All Ages. Highly Recommended. By 
Tim Probert. Bea and Cad continue their 
quest to stop Kest, the mythic bird who 
stole the sun. Cad is very alien creature 
thought to be extinct. He is much more 
battle-worthy and skilled than he seems, 
as young Bea slowly discovers. And 
extremely lucky. What’s his secret?  
Harper Collins, 2022.
LIGF02. SC, 6x8, 256pg, FC  $12.99
BOOK 1 The Girl & The Galdurian: LIGF01.   $12.99

THE LOOK AND LEARN PICTORIAL MUSEUM
Recommended. The Look and Learn 
picture library (found online) is one of the 
world’s largest and most diverse collections 
of illustrations. Its images are regularly used 
in TV documentaries, films, books and mag-
azines, and for marketing and advertising, 
museum display, greeting cards, clothing 
design and merchandise. The book’s 
purpose is to showcase 5,000 illustrations, 
chosen from over 500,000. 448 pages of 
color illustrations, eight to 12 per page. 
Book Palace, 2022.
LOOKLH. HC, 8x12, 464pg, PC  $79.99
M.C. ESCHER KALEIDOCYCLES
Recommended. By Wallace G. Walker 
and Doris Schattschneider. 17 easy-to-as-
semble paper sculptures included. All 
in a large heavy decorative box. Folding 
along the score lines, you can transform 
the artist’s designs into three-dimensional 
polyhedra including genius arrangements of 
flowers, butterflies, lizards, and seashells. 
The book includes a review of the principles 
behind Escher’s art. Taschen, 2022. 
MCEKH. HC, 10x13, 64pg, PC $60.00 $52.50
MAGIC MIRROR OF M.C. ESCHER: Bargain priced new edi-
tion of the 1978 version. MAGMH. HC, PC  $25.00
TERADA KATSUYA SKETCH
Recommended. A giant collection: 500 
pages of Katsuya Terada’s “Rakugaki” 
sketches and illustrations. A pioneer who is 
always seeking new ideas and motifs, he 
reminds me sometimes of Moebius, but he’s 
all his own artist. Many nudes. Although 
most illustrations in this collection have 
appeared in Terada’s previous international 
exhibitions, never before has any book col-
lected so many of his Rakugaki. PIE, 2022. 
Mature Readers.
TERKA. SC, 6x8, 512pg, PC $39.99 $34.99

Kitchen Sink File Copies
THE R. CRUMB COFFEE TABLE ART BOOK
Limited, 1000. Highly Recommended. The R. Crumb 
Coffee Table Art Book was published in easy-to-find 
softcover editions and in hard 
cover by both Kitchen Sink 
Press (much scarcer) and 
its large publishing partner 
Little Brown. But Kitchen Sink 
alone published this deluxe 
edition which includes the hard 
cover housed in a heavy duty 
illustrated slipcase, with a separate 14-color Serigraph 
signed & numbered by R. Crumb. The spine is silver foil-
stamped Crumb lettering.  
Kitchen Sink Press, 1997. Condition: Some of our 
copies have slightly bumped corners.
RCCOFFD. HC, 11x13, 250pg, PC  $375.00
WILL EISNER THE CENTENNIAL  
CELEBRATION 1917-2017
Highly Recommended. This cata-
logue includes 175 selected illustra-
tions, reproduced from the original 
artwork, for the landmark 2017 
Will Eisner Centennial Celebration 
exhibition, at Le Musée de la Bande 
Dessinée in Angoulême and the 
Society of Illustrators in New York. It 
begins with Espionage starring Black 
X, Spirit splash pages beginning in 
1940, WWII military posters, prime 
late-1940s Spirits, the 1960s Spirit revival, coloring book 
(1974), Warren’s Spirit Magazine (all with new covers by 
Will), and much, much more. Kitchen Sink/Dark Horse, 
2017. Condition: Some of our copies have slightly 
bumped corners.
WECCH. HC, 10x14, 176pg, FC  $45.00
MICHAEL KALUTA SKETCHBOOK
Almost Gone! Warehouse find, 
1993. Recommended. This collects 
drawings from 1972 to 1992, many 
being published for the first time in 
this book. Mostly black and white 
with some full color throughout and a 
four page insightful commentary from 
the artist himself! As-new copies run 
about $50 on the net.  
Kitchen Sink Press, 1993. Out 
of print. Condition: Covers are 
scuffed at the edges, front and 
back. Best copies will be sent first.
MWKSS. SC, 7x10, 90pg, PC  $30.00
HARVEY KURTZMAN THE GRASSHOPPER 
AND THE ANT
Warehouse find, 2002. Recom-
mended. Introduction by Denis 
Kitchen. In 1960 the late comics 
genius Harvey Kurtzman created 
a marvelous beatnik take on the 
ancient Aesop fable. The comic 
story, in many ways, reflected 
his own attraction to the beat 
movement and his internal ant vs. 
grasshopper struggle. The only previous appearance of 
this poignant story was decades ago in Esquire maga-
zine, where the panels were reproduced small and blurry. 
Denis Kitchen Publishing, 2002.
HKGRAH. HC, 8x8, 80pg, FC  $25.00
HARVEY KURTZMAN’S JUNGLE BOOK
Warehouse find. Third printing 
from 1989. Highly Recommended. 
Introduction by Art Spiegelman. Cre-
ated in 1959 by MAD-founder Harvey 
Kurtzman after two crushing failures, 
Jungle Book was created for paperback 
book pioneer Ian Ballantine. It was 
the very first paperback of all original 
comics and one of the very earliest 
graphic novels. Four stories, parody TV 
shows Peter Gunn and Gunsmoke; the 
(comics) publishing industry; and the 
deep south of the 1950s. Kitchen Sink Press, 1989.
HKJUNG. SC, 6x11, 140pg, b&w  $25.00
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World Wars
AIR WARRIORS WORLD WAR ONE  
INTERNATIONAL ACES Vol 1
Written and illustrated by Chris Geary. The 
true exploits of England’s Edward “Mick” 
Mannock, Ireland’s George “McIrish” 
McElroy, and India’s Lal “Laddie” Roy. 
Take to the skies over Europe during 
World War I as ace fighter pilots engage in 
battle with primitive machines held togeth-
er with canvas, wire, wood, and metal. 
These adventurers, who were drawn to 
the conflict from as far afield as India, 
Canada, New Zealand and South Africa, 
would fight to defend their homeland, fight for national pride, 
and fight--and die--for personal glory. Caliber Comics, 2022.
AIRWW01. SC, 7x10, 116pg, b&w  $14.99
AIR WARRIORS WORLD WAR 
ONE INTERNATIONAL ACES  
Vol 2
Written and illustrated by Chris Geary. 
These True exploits of Italy’s Francesco 
Baracca, France’s René Fonck, and Bel-
gium’s Willy Coppens. Caliber, 2022.
AIRWW02. SC, 7x10, 120pg, b&w  $14.99
AIR WARRIORS WORLD WAR 
ONE INTERNATIONAL ACES  
Vol 3
Written and illustrated by Chris Geary. 
Russia’s Aleksandr Kozakov, Austro-Hun-
gary’s Godwin Brumowski...and Germa-
ny’s Manfred Von Richthofen. Based on 
historical facts and well researched, each 
individual pilot’s story is thrillingly told in 
this volume series that serves both as an 
astonishing read and a fitting tribute to 
courage, audacity and sacrifice; capturing 
the kinetic mayhem of the dogfight while 
briskly illuminating life on the ground on and off the base. 
Each story becomes much more than the number of victories 
scored, as vital as that might have been to the final outcome of 
the war. Caliber, 2022.
AIRWW03. SC, 7x10, 120pg, b&w  $14.99
AIR WARRIORS WORLD WAR 
ONE INTERNATIONAL ACES  
Vol 4
By Chris Geary. True exploits of Canada’s 
William Bishop, South Africa’s Andrew 
Beauchamp-Proctor, Australia’s Robert 
Little, New Zealand’s Keith Caldwell, and 
the United States’ Edward Rickenbacker. 
Caliber, 2022.
AIRWW04. SC, 7x10, 120pg, b&w  $14.99
OUT OF THE BLUE The Complete Series
Highly Recommended. By Garth Ennis. 
Art by Keith Burns. Exciting reading, 
good history made real, and very, very 
accurately drawn, both volumes of the 
WWII aerial combat classic now in one 
complete edition. A war is a difficult thing 
to kill. WWII is almost over, but no one 
seems to have told the Germans, as 
Royal Air Force pilot Jamie McKenzie 
finds out when he’s assigned flying 
Mosquito fighter-bombers into deadly 
shipping strikes along the enemy coast. 
Aftershock, 2019.
OUTB. SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC  $19.99
THE STRETCHER BEARERS
Recommended. By Ryan Beaman. Noth-
ing could have prepared young Maxwell 
Fox for the horrors that awaited him and 
the rest of the men of the 4th Infantry “Ivy” 
Division in the 1917-1918 World War I. As 
the Meuse-Argonne Offensive raged on, 
Maxwell is assigned to a unit of stretcher 
bearers, men tasked with running into 
harm’s way to rescue their fallen brethren 
from the clutches of death. A dark and hon-
est look at the bond of brotherhood during 
war. Dead Reckoning, 2022.
STREB. SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC  $24.95

AMAZING FANTASY Treasury Edition
Collects #1-5, 2021. Recommend-
ed. Kaare Andrews (Spider-Man: 
Reign) presents an all-new vision 
of the Marvel Universe! Spy-school 
young Black Widow, a very young, 
teenaged Spider-Man, and World 
War II-era Captain America wake up 
together on an island of intrigue, dark-
ness and amazing fantasy. Are they 
dead? Are they dreaming? Or have 
they truly been transported to another 
fantastical realm? Marvel, 2022.
AMAFA. SC, 9x13, 144pg, FC $34.99 $31.99
BETTIE PAGE Hollywood Adventures on  
Murder Island
Collects Bettie Page Vol 3 #1-5. 
By Karla Pacheco. Art by Vincenzo 
Federici. Stunning starlet Bettie Page 
has signed on to a new “tastefully 
sensual” fantasy film, shooting 
on a secluded tropical island. But 
when one of her cast members is 
murdered, everyone on the island 
is a suspect! And what is the film’s 
producer hiding? How do they get off 
the island? Plus 35 pages of variant 
covers including original Bettie photographs and work 
by Joseph Michael Linsner (for every issue), Kano, 
Federici, RB White, et al. Dynamic Forces, 2021.
BETHA. SC, 7x10, 160pg, FC  $19.99
BETTY AND VERONICA Decades: The 1960s
39 complete stories, 1960-67. 
Highly Recommended. By Dan 
DeCarlo et al. Introduction by 
Dan Parent. Stories month by 
month, from April 1960 to April 
1967. Here’s Dan Parent: ..”.in 
my opinion, the pinnacle of these 
stories [the entire Archie history] 
revolve around Dan DeCarlo in 
the 1960s. This was the decade 
when the Dan DeCarlo style 
became THE Archie Comics 
house style. His pages were a 
combination of comic art and 
VOGUE and GLAMOUR magazines. He became what 
John Romita was to Marvel and Neal Adams was to DC. 
He was the Master.” Archie Comics, 2022.
BETV60. SC, 5x8, 224pg, FC  $10.99
CULT GIRLS
Recommended. By Natalie 
Grand and Nikki Powers. Art by 
Cassandre Bolan. “This beautifully 
illustrated graphic novel pertains 
to any cult. Nicely and clearly 
written, it’s a good, if harrowing 
story.” -Trina Robbins. Based on a 
true story of Talia and her friends 
as they struggle with growing 
suspicions that their faith is a 
patriarchal religious cult. Written 
by the wife of comics superfan Alex Grand (comicbookh-
istorians.com). It’s a story of tremendous courage as 
these four girls free themselves--told through a feminist 
lens with cautionary humor. Note: corners very slightly 
bumped. Comic Book Historians, 2022.
CULTG. SC, 9x11, 96pg, FC  $23.99
DIE!NAMITE Vol 1
Collects #1-5 & Valentine’s Day 
2021 Special. By Fred Van Lente 
and Declan Shalvey. Art by Vincenzo 
Carratu. Cover by Lucio Parrillo. 
Vampirella hurtles through space 
on a Drakulon ship, desperate to 
uncover a dark mystery...A 100-year-
old John Carter of Mars grasps for 
an awful memory just out of reach...
Peter Cannon Thunderbolt battles 
waves of evil he does not under-
stand...Red Sonja is faced with an impossible choice...
Plus a whopping 64 pages of covers & variant covers by 
a who’s who including Arthur Suydam, Kyuyong Eom, 
Lucio Parrillo, et al, several by each artist.  
Dynamite, 2022.
DIEN01. SC, 7x10, 136pg, FC  $19.99
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MAKHNO Ukranian Freedom Fighter
Recommended. By Philippe Thirault. 
Art by Roberto Zaghi. The spellbinding 
true story of the infamous Ukrainian 
anarchist and revolutionary. Very well 
drawn. In early 20th century Ukraine, 
anarchist Nestor Makhno, the son of 
peasants, was among the most heroic 
and colorful figures of the Russian 
Revolution, encouraging his people to 
find and embrace social and economic 
self-determination. This is his story, of a 
military strategist who tirelessly defied 
both the Bolsheviks and the Germans to protect his home-
land. Occasional adult material and nudity. Life Drawn, 2022.
MAKUK. SC, 8x10, 120pg, FC $22.99 $20.99
SUNLIGHT
Recommended. Buy Christophe Bec, 
art by Bernard Khattou. Sunlight tells 
an agonizing survival story penned by 
French screenwriter Christophe Bec and 
illustrated by Bernard Khattou. Three 
young friends, Kevin, Caro, and Eva, 
who are passionate about caving, decide 
to explore the ruins of an abandoned 
mine. They discover, bathed in the light 
of dawn, a surreal setting to explore but 
immediately they take a dizzying fall 
through a poorly sealed well. Now trapped at the bottom of 
an abyss, they have only one thing to do: survive while they 
wait for help. Fear and madness set in, making it impossible 
to discern reality from illusion. Nudity. Clover Press, 2022. 
Mature Readers.
SUNLIH. HC, 7x10, 160pg, b&w  $24.95
THICK SKINS
First published in France. By Serge 
Le Tendre. Art by Pasquale Frisenda. 
Thick-Skins are humans genetically 
modified to work in space without a 
suit. Lark is a former thick-skinner now 
turned mercenary, traveling the galaxy 
training combat soldiers. When he 
receives an encrypted message from 
his former clan, he sets out to find them 
with the help of Windy, beautiful and heavily tattooed girl--an 
anthropology student. Good solid artwork; violent battles and 
space travel. Humanoids, 2022.
THISH. HC, 8x10, 104pg, FC $22.99 $20.99
TRENT Vol 7 Miss Helen
By Leo Rodolphe. A taciturn and solitary 
Mountie. A beautiful, alluring, deter-
mined young woman and her shady, 
mysterious cohorts pull Trent into their 
network. The savage beauty of the Ca-
nadian wilderness. Trent: an authentic 
western ... up north. Part of a multi-part 
series starring this stalwart Mountie. 
Cinebook, 2022.
TRENM. SC, 8x11, 48pg, FC  $11.95
YELLOW CAB
By Benoît Cohen, art by Christophe 
Chabouté. After 20 years working on 
film and series shoots, French filmmak-
er and director Benoît Cohen found 
his enthusiasm gone. So he moves 
to New York in order to best absorb 
the rich diversity of the cosmopolitan 
metropolis, settling on a simple idea: 
he will become a taxi driver. Behind the 
iconic Yellow Cab, behind the fantasy 
of freedom and independence, behind the faces of his thou-
sands of passengers, Benoît discovers a world in which he is 
a stranger. Based on his 2017 prose novel. IDW, 2022.
YELCA. SC, 7x9, 168pg, b&w  $19.99

ALFRED HITCHCOCK Master of Suspense
First published in France in 2019-
2020. Recommended. By Noel Simsolo 
and Dominique Hé. A highly detailed, 
300-page graphic novel on the life 
and films of “Hitch.” We go back to his 
youth in England, during the first half of 
the 20th century. “Hitch” is an atypical 
Englishman who, very early on, has a 
taste for telling chilling stories. Discover 
the life of one of the greatest filmmakers 
of all time, the in-depth story film by 
film, with plenty of juicy anecdotes and 
amazing insights from interviews with François Truffaut and 
others. NBM, 2022.
ALFMH. HC, 8x10, 312pg, b&w $44.99 $41.99
AMBER BLAKE Operation Dragonfly One-shot
Almost Gone! First published in France, written by 
the supermodel and actress. Recommended. By Jade 
Lagardere. Art by Butch Guice & 
Rick Magyar. Well-drawn, fast-paced 
action-adventure. Abandoned by her 
mother at the age of 5, Amber Blake 
was only a child when she was recruited 
to the Cleverland Institute, a school for 
gifted children, where she was promised 
a bright future. But predators hide in the 
school’s administration and Amber finds 
herself fleeing for her life from the very 
man who took her in. Now she’s part of 
a covert agency dead-set on ending human slavery in all its 
forms. Heavy Metal Magma, 2021.
AMBEB. SC, 8x11, 52pg, FC  $7.99
ARMIES
Highly Recommended. Jean-Pierre 
Dionnet, one of the founders of 
Metal Hurlant, started a new genre 
in comics--heroic fantasy--when he 
collaborated with artist Jean-Claude 
Gal (Diosamante) in the 1974 in the first 
issue of Metal Hurlant, the forerunner of 
Heavy Metal. Witness, with the help of 
Gal’s superb and intricate style, the dev-
astating effects of war as you follow this 
other-worldly army’s forward progress, into a world steeped in 
the old gods a la Lovecraft. And then join Arn’s bloody quest 
for revenge. First published in France. Humanoids, 2017.
ARMI. SC, 8x11, 184pg, FC  $19.95
THE BLOOD OF THE IMMORTALS
Recommended. By Françoise Ruscak. 
Adapted from a novel by Laurent Gene-
fort. Art by Francesco Trifogli. What if the 
key to eternal life were only a few plan-
etary systems away? A motley crew is 
sent to Verfebro in search of a mystifying 
elixir--one that runs through the veins 
of a ferocious local species: the Dracs. 
First published in France. Minor nudity. 
Humanoids, 2022.
BLIMH. HC, 8x10, 120pg, FC 
 $24.99 $21.99
LONESOME Vol 2 The Ruffians
Highly Recommended. By Yves 
Swolfs. True to his word, Mayor Harper 
has brought in a Marshall to get rid of 
“Lonesome.” When a band of Ruffi-
ans--pro-slavery vigilantes--intercept our 
hero, we learn more about his history, 
losing his pioneer family and left to be 
raised by Indians and gifted with visions 
of past and present when he touches 
someone. Cinebook, 2020.
LONE02. SC, 8x11, 56pg, FC  $13.95
Vol 1 The Preacher’s Trail: LONE01.   $13.95

French Graphic Novels

DUNE HOUSE ATREIDES Vol 3
Collects #9-12. Art by Dev Pramanik. The first ever adaptation of the New York Times best-selling prequel 
concludes, adapted & scripted by Brian Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson. After his father’s untimely death, 
young Leto ascends to Duke of House Atreides while Duncan Idaho starts down the path to becoming one 
of Leto’s right-hand men. Meanwhile, Baron Harkonnen wastes no time moving against the new Duke by 
stoking the centuries-long feud between the Harkonnens and Atreides. Boom! 2022.
DUNH03H. HC, 7x10, 112pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
Vol 1 #1-4, 2020. Vol 2 #5-8. DUNH01H, DUNH02H.   ea: $24.99 $21.99
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THE 39 STEPS
By John Buchan. Art by 
Jim Lavery. Cover by John 
M. Burns. 2016. 
CLASTH.  $12.95 $7.95
A MIDSUMMER 
NIGHT’S DREAM
By William Shakespeare. 
Art by Alex Blum. 2017.
CLAMNDH.  $12.95 $7.95

 
A TALE OF TWO 
CITIES
By Charles Dickens. Art by 
Joe Orlando and George 
Evans. 2017. 
CLATTCH.  $12.95 $7.95
AROUND THE 
WORLD IN 80 DAYS
By Jules Verne. Art by 
Henry C. Kiefer. 2016.
CLAAWDH.  
 $12.95 $7.95

BLACK BEAUTY
First published in 1960. 
Recommended. By 
Anna Sewell. Art by L.B. 
Cole, Norman Nodel, and 
Stephen Addeo. Cover by 
Albert Micale. 2017. 
CLABBH.  $12.95 $7.95
DAVID COPPERFIELD
By Charles Dickens. Art by 
H.C. Kiefer. 2017.
CLADCH.  $12.95 $7.95 

DR. JEKYLL &  
MR. HYDE
Recommened. By Robert 
Louis Stevenson. Art by 
Lou Cameron. 2016
CLADJH.  $12.95 $7.95
FIRST MEN IN THE 
MOON
By H. G. Wells. Art by 
George Woodbridge. 
Cover by Gerald McCann. 
2016. 
CLAFMMH.  $12.95 $7.95 

FOOD OF THE GODS
By H. G. Wells. Art by Tony 
Tallarico. Cover by David 
McAllister. 2017. 
CLAFGH.  $12.95 $7.95
GREAT  
EXPECTATIONS
By Charles Dickens. Art by 
H.C. Kiefer. 2016.
CLAGEH.  $12.95 $7.95 

HAMLET
By William Shakespeare. 
Art by Alex Blum. 2016.
CLAHH.  $12.95 $7.95
THE INVISIBLE MAN
Recommended. By H. 
G. Wells. Art by Norman 
Nodel. Cover by Geoffrey 
Biggs. 2016. 
CLAIMH.  $12.95 $7.95

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
First published in 1948. Highly 
Recommended. By Lewis Car-
roll. Art by Alex A. Blum. Cover by 
Taylor Oughton. We think this is 
some of Alex Blum’s finest work 
for CI. It’s an outstanding adap-
tation, with excellent fantasy art 
and weird creatures befitting this 
classic story. One of our favorite 
Classics. Lewis Carroll’s tale of 
Alice and her adventures down 
the rabbit hole, where she meets the most eccentric 
characters including the Cheshire Cat, the Mad Hatter 
and the Queen of Hearts. 2016. 
CLAAWH.  $12.95 $7.95
FRANKENSTEIN
Highly Recommended. By Mary 
Shelley. Art by Robert Webb & 
Ann Brewster. Cover by Norman 
B. Saunders. One of the most 
popular CI titles ever, with a su-
perb cover by the renowned Nor-
man Saunders and good solid if 
classic 1940s artwork by two tal-
ents in a rare collaboration. Mary 
Shelley’s classic gothic horror 
story of Dr. Victor Frankenstein’s 
life’s work: to re-animate the recently deceased. 
However when he finally achieves his goal, things do 
not quite work in the way he had hoped. 2016. 
CLAFH.  $12.95 $7.95
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
Highly Recommended. By Victor 
Hugo. Art by Reed Crandall & 
George Evans. Beautifully drawn 
by two former EC artists. Victor 
Hugo’s great story of Quasimo-
do, the deformed bell ringer of 
Notre Dame and his unrequited 
love for the dancer, Esmeralda. 
Not long after the demise of EC, 
Reed Crandall and George 
Evans went to work for publisher 
Gilberton and drew a number of 
Classics issues. A classic story, wonderfully illustrat-
ed. 2017.
CLAHNDH.  $12.95 $7.95
OLIVER TWIST
Highly Recommended. By 
Charles Dickens. Art by Reed 
Crandall & George Evans. One 
of the best-drawn Classics ever, 
by these two EC artists! Young 
Oliver Twist, orphaned at birth, 
lives a miserable life in the 
workhouse, until one day, he runs 
away and begins an adventure of 
discovery that leads him all the 
way to London, where a number 
of unexpected circumstances occur and he meets a 
series of unusual and interesting characters who will 
change his life forever. Will Oliver be able to resist the 
clutches of evil or will he resign himself to a sorry life 
of crime? 2016.
CLAOTH.  $12.95 $7.95
TREASURE ISLAND
Highly Recommended. By 
Robert Louis Stevenson. Art by 
Alex Blum. Stevenson’s great 
adventure tale of young Jim 
Hawkins, who befriends a retired 
pirate and is drawn into a story 
of sea journey, treasure, heroism 
and betrayal. And of course, the 
infamous and devious ship’s 
cook turned pirate, Long John 
Silver, who helps, educates, and 
yet betrays young Jim. Classic 1940s work by Alex 
Blum. 2016.
CLATIH.  $12.95 $7.95
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Classics Illustrated on Sale
Published by CCS Books. Each book is 7x10, 52pg, Full Color.
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THE GHOST IN YOU A Reckless Book
Highly Recommended. 
The fourth book in the 
bestselling Reckless 
series. Crime noir masters 
Ed Brubaker & Sean 
Phillips present another 
original graphic, set in 
1989. But troublemak-
er-for-hire Ethan Reckless 
is out of town, so this time, 
Anna has to tackle the 
job on her own. When a 
movie scream queen asks 
her to prove the mansion 
she’s renovating isn’t haunted, Anna will stumble 
into the decades-long mystery of one of Holly-
wood’s most infamous murder houses... a place 
with many dark secrets--some of which might just 
kill her. Image Comics, 2022.
GHOSTH. HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
DESTROY ALL MONSTERS A Reckless Book 
[DESTH]. RECKLESS [RECKH].     
 ea: $24.99 $22.99

FLUNG OUT OF SPACE
A fictional and complex graphic 
novel portrait of bestselling 
author Patricia Highsmith, 
caught up in the longing that 
would inspire her queer classic, 
The Price of Salt. Both a love 
letter to the essential lesbian 
novel, and an examination of 
its notorious author. We open 
with Pat begrudgingly writing 
low-brow comics, a true story! A 
drinker, a smoker, and a hater of life, Pat knows she 
can do better. Her brain churns with images of the 
great novel she could and should be writing--what will 
eventually be Strangers on a Train--later adapted into 
a classic film by Alfred Hitchcock in 1951.  
Abrams, 2022.
FLUOUT. HC, 7x10, 208pg, FC  $24.99
FORGOTTEN HOME
Recommended. By Erica 
Schultz. Art by Marika Cresta 
and Matt Emmons. The entire 
digital series collected. While 
investigating a series of child 
abductions in Montana, the 
case gets personal for Sheriff’s 
Deputy Lorraine Adalet when 
her teenage daughter, Joanna, 
disappears with a friend. Fol-
lowing the clues of otherworldly 
evidence leads Lorraine back 
to her long abandoned homeworld of Jannada--far 
from Earth. Mired in a never-ending war she escaped 
long ago, Lorraine had hoped to protect Joanna from 
her own past. Bonus character designs and variant 
covers. Dark Horse, 2022.
FORGHO. SC, 7x10, 216pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
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JANE EYRE
By Charlotte Brontë. Art by 
H. J. Kihl. 2016.
CLAJEH.  $12.95 $7.95
JULIUS CEASAR
Recommended. By Wil-
liam Shakespeare. Art by 
Reed Crandall & George 
Evans. Cover by L.B. 
Cole. 2017. 
CLAJCH.  $12.95 $7.95

JUNGLE BOOK
By Rudyard Kipling. Cover 
and interior art by Norman 
Nodel. 2016. 
CLAJBH.  $12.95 $7.95
KIDNAPPED
Recommended. By Rob-
ert Louis Stevenson. Art 
by Robert H. Webb. Cover 
by John Parker. 2017. 
CLAKH.  $12.95 $7.95 

LAST DAYS OF 
POMPEII
Recommended. By Sir 
Edward Bulwer-Lytton. 
Art by Jack Kirby & Dick 
Ayers. 2016. 
CLALDPH.  $12.95 $7.95
LES MISERABLES
Recommended. By Victor 
Hugo. Art by Norman 
Nodel. Cover by Gerald 
McCann. 2016. 
CLALMH.  $12.95 $7.95 

MACBETH
Recommended. By 
William Shakespeare. Art 
by Alex Blum. 2016.
CLAMH.  $12.95 $7.95
NICHOLAS  
NICKLEBY
By Charles Dickens. Art by 
Gustav Schrotter. Cover 
by Colin Mayne. 2017.
CLANNH.  $12.95 $7.95

OFF ON A COMET
Recommended. By Jules 
Verne. Art by Gerald 
McCann. 2016.
CLAOCH.  $12.95 $7.95
ROB ROY
Recommended. By Wal-
ter Scott. Art by Rudolph 
Palais & Walter Palais. 
2017. 
CLARRH.  $12.95 $7.95

ROMEO & JULIET
Recommended. By 
William Shakespeare. Art 
by George Evans. 
CLARJH.  $12.95 $7.95
WUTHERING 
HEIGHTS
Recommended. By Emily 
Brontë. Art by H.C. Kiefer. 
Cover by Geoffrey Biggs. 
2016.
CLAWHH.  $12.95 $7.95

Classics Illustrated on Sale
Published by CCS Books 

Each book is 7x10, 52pg, Full Color.

Subscribe!
Receive our Email Newsletter every 
Thursday. Find out about all new arriv-
als and limited-time offers, plus special 
News & Notes. Bud writes every word 
and personally recommends his favorites. 
Go to our website and sign up or call for 
assistance.
NO EMAIL? NO PROBLEM! You can re-
quest our print newsletter (every 2 
weeks). Call us or mail us your request 
and we will add you to our mailing list.
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THE INCAL BLACK & WHITE
Oversized, massive collection, 318 
pages. Collects all six volumes, 
1981-88. Recommended. The 
sci-fi masterpiece by Moebius and 
Jodorowsky about the tribulations 
of the shabby detective John Difool 
as he searches for the precious and 
coveted Incal--released for the first 
time ever in English in this oversized, 
black & white special edition. Difool’s 
adventures will bring him into conflict 
with the galaxy’s greatest warrior, the 
Metabaron, and will pit him against the 

awesome powers of the Technopope. 
The Incal is Moebius’ most famous 
work. It’s a galaxy-spanning series of 
escapades, strange aliens, occasion-
ally beautiful women, distant worlds…
perfect for an artist with the wild imagi-
nation of Moebius.  Occasional nudity.  
Humanoids, 2022.
INCBH. HC, 9x13, 320pg, b&w 
 $99.99 $89.99
See page 25 for more Jodorowsky.

KING OF SPIES
Collects #1-4, 2021. By Mark 
Millar. Art by Matteo Scalera. 
Looking like a bearded and 
aging Sean Connery as James 
Bond, this is the story of the 
world’s greatest secret agent. 
who has just six months to 
live. Can he make up for a 
lifetime of bad decisions? He’s 
been propping up an unfair 
system for over forty years. 
He has nothing to lose when 
he turns his guns on everyone 
who ever made a buck creating the mess we’re in 
right now: Presidents, Popes and prime ministers he 
knows deserve to die! Image Comics, 2022.  
Mature readers.
KINSPI. SC, 7x10, 136pg, FC  $16.99

KARMEN
Collects #1-5. Highly 
Recommended. Spanish writer and artist 
Guillem March, best known for his work on 
Batman, Catwoman, and Harley Quinn, takes 
up his pen for a cutting-edge story about a 
highly unconventional angel named Karmen 
and the young woman she takes under her 
wing when heartbreak strikes too hard. Packed 
with intriguing twists and metaphysical musings, 
this gorgeously drawn series brings tenderness, 
heart, and humor to the delicate and difficult 
matters of life and death that we all face. Sur-
real, almost psychedelic artwork that is striking 
and fabulous, grabbing us instantly. Abundant 
nudity. Image Comics, 2022. Mature Readers.
KARMH. HC, 8x11, 160pg, FC $24.99 $22.99

IPHIGENIA IN AULIS
King Agamemnon faces the 
most crushing dilemma of his 
life. Kill his beloved eldest 
daughter? Or forfeit victory 
in the Trojan War? A father’s 
secret plot clashes with a 
girl’s romantic dreams in 
this chilling classic play from 
Ancient Greece. And what 
will his daughter do when she 
learns this crushing fate, at 
just 14 years of age, ready for 
marriage... The powerful drama by Euripides springs 
to life anew in a fresh adaptation by writer Edward 
Einhorn and Eisner Award-winning Age of Bronze 
artist Eric Shanower (Oz graphic novels, Little Nemo: 
Return to Slumberland). Image Comics, 2022.
IPHIA. SC, 6x9, 136pg, b&w  $16.99
THE JUNCTION
Superb animation-style art 
from renowned animator. 
Highly Recommended. By 
Norm Konyu. When a missing 
child, Lucas Jones, reappears 
on his uncle’s doorstep in his 
hometown of Medford after 
an absence of 12 years, the 
brief moment of joy is clouded 
by mystery. Where has he 
been? Where is his father, who 
disappeared at the same time? 
And how is it possible that Lucas is still 11 years old? 
Unusual impressionistic but very effective art style. 
Titan, 2022.
JUNCH. HC, 7x10, 176pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

THE GOOD ASIAN Vol 2
Recommended. Chinese-American 
detective Edison Hark uncovers the secrets 
behind the murders terrorizing 1936 China-
town and their link to his family--but expos-
ing the truth may mean toppling everything 
he holds dear. Writer Pornsak Pichetshote 
(Infidel) and artist Alexander Tefenkgi 
(Outpost Zero) wrap up their Chinatown 
noir starring the first American generation to 
come of age under an immigration ban...the 
Chinese. Image Comics, 2022.
GOAS02. SC, 7x10, 176pg, FC  $17.99
Vol 1 Superb Covers by Dave Johnson: 
GOAS01. 128pg $14.99
THE GREAT GATSBY

New on Sale. Recommended. By F. 
Scott Fitzgerald. Introduction by Blake 

Hazard. First published in 1925, The Great 
Gatsby is now reimagined as a unique 
graphic novel. The story is captured by art-
ist Aya Morton, who works in soft pastels 
and water-color. Here is the mysteriously 
wealthy Gatsby and his tragic love for the 
beautiful Daisy. Iconic text has been artfully 
distilled by Fred Fordham, who keeps 
much of the original dialogue--so much, 
it took me three sittings to read this. It’s 
dense! Scribner, 2020.
GRGAT. SC, 6x9, 208pg, FC $20.00 $12.95
GRIMM UNIVERSE PRESENTS  
QUARTERLY Dracula’s Daughter
72 page one-shot story. By Joe Brusha, Pat 
Shand et al. Art by Allan Otero, Renato Rei et 
al. Charlotte, Dracula’s Daughter, is on a quest 
to find her notorious father, lost somewhere in 
the Underworld. He’s been trapped there by 
her half-sister, the legendary vampire hunter 
Liesel Van Helsing. It’s a memory so raw, it’s 
the only thing Charlotte hates more than the 
situation she is in now. Zenescope, 2022.
GRIMDD. SC, 7x10, 72pg, FC  $8.99
GUN HONEY Bill Sienkiewicz Cover
Collects #1-4. Recommended. By Charles 
Ardai. Art by Ang Hor Kheng. “The finest kind 
of pulp noir.” -Ed Brubaker. The weapon you 
need, where you need it, when you need it, 
she’ll get it! They call her Gun Honey. From 
Edgar Award Winning Writer Charles Ardai, 
Founder of Hard Case Crime. She thought 
she was planting a gun for a simple hit. But 
when it’s used in a deadly prison riot, Joanna 
is forced to work with U.S. Government agent 
to hunt down the perp, a deadly scarred killer 
with shadowy past. TV Series now in devel-
opment. Nudity. Titan Comics, 2022. Mature 
Readers. Out of print. Titan Comics, 2022. Mature Readers.
GUNHO. SC, 7x10, 192pg, FC  $17.99
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RED SONJA Age of Chaos
By Erik Burnham. Art by Jonathan Lau. 
Cover by Lucio Parillo. The past meets 
the present with the future of literally ev-
erything at stake! The warrior Red Sonja 
has a plan to keep freshly killed wizard 
Kulan Gath from resurrecting himself 
again--but when the plan backfires, it 
allows a whole new kind of Chaos to 
infest the Hyborean Age! Will these new 
beings be any easier to deal with than 
Kulan Gath, or has Sonja called a worse 
evil to her world?Plus 63 pages of covers and variant covers 
by Parrillo, Hetrick, Lau et al. Dynamite, 2021.
REDSAC. SC, 7x10, 156pg, FC  $19.99

RED SCARE
Highly Recommended. By Liam 
Francis Walsh. A page-turning sci-
fi adventure set in 1953, featuring 
a clever girl who, against all odds, 
must outsmart bullies, the FBI, 
and alien invaders after she finds 
a strange device...that allows 
her to fly. Wonderfully drawn in 
a retro animation style, and all 
taking place in a realistic world of 
the 1950’s cold war. A wonderful 
heroine who starts out crippled 
from polio. “Red Scare is a brilliant, fast-paced adventure. 
Action, history, and a tiny bit of fantasy collide in eye-pop-
ping panels, loaded with heart.” -Max Brallier, #1 New 
York Times bestselling author of The Last Kids on Earth 
series. Excellent characterization. I really enjoyed this and 
couldn’t put it down until I was finished. -Bud.  
Scholastic/Graphix, 2022.
RESCA. SC, 7x9, 240pg, FC  $14.99

NITA HAWES’ NIGHTMARE BLOG Vol 1
Collects #1-6. From the team of Image’s 
Eisner-nominated series Killadelphia,a 
terrifying new horror series created 
by acclaimed Marvel writer Rodney 
Barnes and fan-favorite Spawn artist 
Jason Shawn Alexander. Untold evil 
lurks the streets of Baltimore, Maryland 
as the demon Corson surfaces from the 
underworld. As Gods and Demons clash, 
humanity’s fate hangs in the balance. But 
paranormal investigator Nita Hawes--a 
woman with demons of her own--has set 
out on a quest to root out the evil from her city. Guided by the 
ghost of her dead brother, she must come to terms with her 
own past, or else become a victim herself and join her brother 
in a state worse than death! Image Comics, 2022.
NIT01. SC, 7x10, 160pg, FC  $9.99
PINBALL A Graphic History of the Silver Ball
By Jon Chad. In this dynamic, nonfiction 
graphic novel, Jon Chad illustrates 
the little-known story of pinball--how 
it works and why it all matters in an 
age of special effects and on-screen 
gaming. Tracing pinball’s roots back to 
the Court of King Louis XIV, through the 
immigrant experience of early 20th cen-
tury America, the post-War boom and 
bust, right up to the present day, Chad 
charmingly ushers readers through the 
myriad facets of this most American of 
pursuits--capturing not just the history but also the artistry, 
cultural significance, and even the physics of the game.  
First Second, 2022.
PINBH. HC, 6x9, 208pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
POP STAR ASSASSIN Vol 1
By Ed Lavallee. Art by Marcelo Basile. 
The year is 1977. The King is dead, and 
the world mourns. But.... When a myste-
rious briefcase turns up in his dressing 
room, Bruce, a coke-addled Elvis imper-
sonator, finds himself wedged between a 
Mob boss out to avenge the death of his 
only son, and a government conspiracy 
with far-reaching, world-ending ramifi-
cations, all in an attempt to discover the 
true identity of his father’s killer. 16-page 
cover gallery.Behemoth Comics, 2022.
POPS01. SC, 7x10, 100pg, FC  $14.99

LADY DEATH EXTINCTION  
EXPRESS #1 Premiere Edition
By Brian Pulido and Mike MacLean. Art 
by Dheeraj Verma. After a twenty-year, 
spellbound slumber, Lady Death awak-
ens. Armed with her new sword, Chaos, 
she wreaks havoc and rescues Jake, an 
innocent boy dragged to Hell. She meets 
an ally, Haxan, and faces the nefarious 
Hellwitch, decimating the city Damnation 
and embarrassing the great Hellbourne. 
Premium square bound graphic novel with 
gold-gilt cover titles. Coffin Comics, 2022.
LADEE01. SC, 7x10, 48pg, FC  $20.00
LADY DEATH OBLIVION KISS #1 
Premiere Edition
By Brian Pulido and Mike MacLean. Art 
by Dheeraj Verma. Lady Death rampages 
through Hell armed with a new sword, 
Chaos. The treacherous Hellbourne 
Elders dispatch Atrocitas, an insane 
angel/demon hybrid assassin to destroy 
her. But their epic confrontation proves 
tragic for Lady Death’s beloved steed, 
Vassago. Rumors of a warlock who can 
restore Vassago draw Lady Death to the 
wasteland city Siduri, where lust isn’t a sin, but a way of life. 
Gold foil titles, heavy index stock. Coffin Comics, 2022.
LADOK01. SC, 7x10, 48pg, FC  $20.00
LIFE OF CHE An Impressionistic Biography
By Héctor Germán Oesterheld. Art by 
Alberto Breccia and Enrique Breccia. 
One of the most anticipated volumes in 
the Alberto Breccia Library. Originally 
released as part of a graphic biography 
series in January 1969, it came out in 
Argentina only a year after Ernesto 
“Che” Guevara had died and reached an 
audience beyond comics readers. In the 
1970s, the military government raided 
its publisher, destroying the means to 
reprint the book. The comic was pre-
sumed to be lost to history, until a publisher in Spain restored 
it in 1987. It has never been translated into English until now. 
Fantagraphics, 2022.
LIFCH. HC, 8x10, 88pg, b&w $19.99 $17.99
MIDNIGHT ROSE
By Jim Starlin, art by Nikkol Jelenic. A 
new, original graphic novel by Jim Starlin 
(creator of Thanos, Gamora, Dreadstar) 
and artist Nikkol Jelenic. Midnight 
Rose is a very singular, frightening and 
very human creature, with extraordinary 
power. Somehow she can control living 
plants and trees, and what she does with 
them, oh boy. A particularly bizarre tale of 
loneliness, love...and vengeance. What 
happens when you can’t help but give in 
to the vengeance growing deep within yourself. Nudity, adult 
themes. AfterShock Comics, 2022. Mature Readers.
MIDRO. Comic, 7x10, 64pg, FC  $8.99
MUTINY MAGAZINE #2 Cover D Moritat
Recommended. Interviews with Arthur 
Adams & Joyce Chin, and Ram 
V. “Who is Moebius” cover feature. 
Features on Batgirls Ballet; Elektra: 
Miss 1000 Lives; Initial D and Jean 
Goodmen, the original 1940s Marvel 
Girl, aka Miss America. More high 
profile and indie creators, plus 50 pages 
of original comic stories from Dawn 
J. Starr, Lissa, Fabrice Sapolsky, 
Marco Lopez, Robert Ahmad, Greg 
Burnham, Quinn McGowan, Dean 
Haspiel, Laurent Lefeuvre, Zach Chapman, Megan Huang, 
Zack Dolan and Laurie Foster. All covers are original and 
exclusive. We’re impressed; there’s something for everyone 
here, even old-timers like me. They are really putting a lot into 
this new magazine. It’s very well done. There’s even a feature 
on the really, really obscure Roberta, The Girl Wonder…this 
short-lived strip appeared in the back pages of DC’s Star 
Spangled Comics in 1950Fairsquare Comics, 2022.
MUTM02D. Magazine, 8x11, 100pg, FC  $15.00
#1 Cover B Gene Ha [MUTM01B]. Cover C Karen Darboe 
[MUTM01C].   ea: $15.00
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DC Comics
ANNOTATED SANDMAN Vol 1
Recommended. Foreword & story by Neil 
Gaiman. Art by Sam Kieth. A page-by-
page journey through every issue of The 
Sandman. Beginning with issues #1-20, this 
volume provides commentary, historical and 
contemporary references, hidden meanings 
and more, presented side-by-side with the 
series’ art and text. Edited by and with an 
introduction and notes by Leslie S. Klinger, 
the expert researcher and editor behind the 
Edgar-winning New Annotated Sherlock 
Holmes and the critically acclaimed New 
Annotated Dracula. Using scripts and hours 
of conversation with Gaiman, Klinger re-
veals fascinating details. DC Comics, 2022. 
Rush Service and International shipping 
would require an additional charge.
ANNS01H. HC, 12x12, 560pg, b&w 
 $49.99 $42.50

TALON By James Tynion IV
Collects Talon #0-17 and more. By James 
Tynion IV. Art by Miguel Sepulveda et al. 
As a performer with Haly’s Circus, young 
Calvin Rose was secretly being raised to be 
a master assassin--a killing machine called 
a Talon. The Talons have always served 
the mysterious Court of Owls, a group of 
wealthy individuals who will stop at nothing 
to maintain their grip on power in Gotham. 
When Rose defects from the Talon’s ranks, 
he is marked for death and spends years 
using all his training to hide from his former 
masters. DC Comics, 2022.
TALJT. SC, 7x10, 440pg, FC $39.99 $34.99

RETROACTIVE
By Ibrahim Moustafa. Temporal agent Tarik Abdel-
nasser is trapped in a time loop, living and dying over 
and over again. But before he got stuck, he and his 
new partner were investigating a radical new adver-
sary who’s going back in time and changing events 
to benefit themselves. Tarik must keep his sanity and 
find a way to prevent the attack, escape the loop, and 
return to his own timeline... Humanoids, 2022.
RETROA. SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC $19.99 $17.99
SERIAL Omnibus Hardcover Signed
Signed with variant cover! Recommended. By 
Terry Moore. Terry Moore’s newest suspense thriller 
featuring the irrepressible Zoe from Rachel Rising. 
When Zoe’s friend falls victim to a female serial 
killer, Zoe vows to find the killer before the police 
and deliver her own razor-edged justice. But the 
clever assassin proves to be very hard to find as Zoe 

follows the trail of bodies and 
the few clues left behind. Using 
her own unique set of skills, Zoe 
eventually closes in on the killer 
until they come face to face for 
the final kill. Who will walk away? 
Abstract Studios, 2022.
SEROMHS. HC, 7x10, 200pg, FC  $41.99
◄ SERIAL Omnibus Signed
Abstract Studios, 2022.
SEROMS. SC, 7x10, 200pg, b&w  $31.99

THE STAINLESS STEEL RAT
A classic from 2000 AD’s first “golden age.” Long 
out of print, the adaptation of Harry Harrison’s 
science-fiction classic by Kelvin Gosnell and Car-
los Ezquerra is back in an impressively thick new 
edition! James Bolivar diGriz, aka “The Stainless 
Steel Rat,” is many things, including a con man, 
a thief and a member of an elite law-enforcement 
agency known as the Special Corps. After escaping 
the corps, the Rat crosses paths with the beautiful 
but deadly Angelina. Like Jim diGriz she is also a 
master criminal, albeit a lot more ruthless. They are 
a match made in hell! And after marrying Angelina, the Rat has to travel 
through time to stop a master criminal meddling with the past...  
Rebellion / 2000AD, 2022.
STAST. SC, 8x11, 208pg, PC  $24.99
STAR WARS The High Republic: Trail of Shadows
Collects #1-5, 2021. By Daniel José Older. Art by 
Dave Wachter. One Jedi Master is dead. Another is 
in a state of complete shock. And Jedi investigator 
Emerick Caphtor must solve the case before it’s 
too late. The fate of the Jedi, the Hutts, and the 
Nihil hangs by this tangled thread of lies and deceit. 
Emerick will need to dive into the darkness, testing 
himself and his Jedi ideals like never before. And he’ll 
need help. Luckily, lady private eye Sian Holt lives 
in the shadows. Together, the two will follow the trail 
wherever it leads--if they can work together, that is! 
Marvel, 2022.
SWHIGT. SC, 7x10, 120pg, FC  $15.99
WE ONLY KILL EACH OTHER
By Stephanie Phillips. Art by Peter Krause. Covers by 
Dave Johnson. New York City, 1938. Nazi sympa-
thizers and fascists have taken root on American 
soil in alarming numbers, intending to push the U.S. 
towards an alliance with Germany. The lone hope of 
stopping the American Nazi movement falls to two 
Jewish-American gangsters currently entrenched in 
a violent turf war. But they find they hate Nazis more 
than each other. So look out!! Based on true events! 
From the ComiXology original digital series, in print 
for the first time. Dark Horse, 2022.
WEONK. SC, 6x10, 136pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
THE WOMAN IN THE WOODS AND OTHER 
NORTH AMERICAN STORIES
Cautionary Fables and Fairytales Vol 5. Shape-
shifters so frightening you shouldn’t speak their 
name. Loup Garrou, trickster rabbits, and spirits--the 
plains and forests of North America are alive with 
characters like these in this collection of folklore 
retold in comics! From Indigenous people of North 
America: Taino, Navajo, Chickasaw, Metis/Cree, 
Odawa and more. Eight stories by as many artists. 
Iron Circus Comics, 2022.
WOMWO. SC, 6x9, 120pg, b&w  $15.00
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Softcover Editions
FORBIDDEN WORLDS Vol 17
Collects #101-106, 1962. Highly 
Recommended. By Richard 
Hughes. The ACG crew keep 
producing ever more wild stories of 
fantasy, sci fi and the supernatural. 
Artists include Ogden Whitney, 
Al Wenzel, Emil Gershwin, Pete 
Costanza, John Rosenberger, 
Chic Stone, Ruben Moreira, Joe 
Sinnott, and Harry Lazarus.  
PS Artbooks, 2021.
FOR17. SC, 7x10, 256pg, FC  $29.99
See our website (or inquire) for more Forbidden 
Worlds.
PLANET COMICS Vol 13
Collects #39-42, 1945-46. Recom-
mended. The best science fiction 
series of the Golden Age in its best 
run of issues. Featuring The Lost 
World now drawn by Lily Renee; 
Mysta of the Moon by Fran Hopper; 
Space Rangers by Ruth Atkinson; 
Star Pirate, two episodes by Jack 
Keller and two by the great Murphy 
Anderson; Gale Allen by Joe 
Doolin; and Auro Lord of Jupiter by 
August Froehlich. PS Artbooks, 2022.
PLC13. SC, 7x10, 176pg, FC  $26.99
PLANET COMICS Vol 14
Collects #43-46, 1946-47. 
Highly Recommended. One 
of Planet’s most popular series 
was Futura, a sexy girl in a future 
society who is immediately on the 
run from unknown baddies. Her 
first four appearances are here. 
Also wonderful artwork on Star 
Pirate as well as the double-page 
feature, Life on Other Worlds, by 
our favorite Murphy Anderson. 
Plus all the usual features, includ-
ing Lost World now drawn by Lily 
Renee. George Evans is also here! PS Artbooks, 2022.
PLC14. SC, 7x10, 208pg, FC  $26.99
See our website (or inquire) for more Planet Comics.
UNUSUAL TALES Vol 3
Collects #11-15, 1958-59. Rec-
ommended. Charlton allowed the 
creative talents of Charles Nicholas, 
Bill Molno, Gene Colan, Max Elkan, 
Rocco Mastroserio, Dick Giordano 
and Steve Ditko (of course) free rein 
to produce science fiction, horror, 
suspense, fantasy and supernatural 
tales. Ditko appears in four issues, 
does the cover of #10 & 15, and does 
four stories in the special 68-page 
issue #11.PS Artbooks, 2021. 
SAUT03. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $26.99
Vol 3 Hardcover #11-15, 1958-59. SAUT03H. HC  $46.99
VOODOO Vol 2
Collects #10-14, 1953-54. By Iger 
Shop. Zombies take over America! 
Opium story! Things have come 
along way since the first issue with 
South Sea Girl!! Blood-soaked, 
brain-damaged gonzo pre-code sto-
ries from this offbeat title from Ajax/
Farrell. How about “Tusks of Terror!” 
In colonial India, the sadistic Colonel 
Rankin frames his daughter’s Indian 
lover for theft and sentences him to 
death. But Ahmed Rai reincarnates as a wild boar and, 
well, find out here! More stories: “Skulls of Doom,” “Blood 
and Barbed Wire,” “Torture Garden,” “Blood Moon,” and 
“Gallow’s Curse,” just a few highlights! PS Artbooks, 2022.
PCV02. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $29.99

Replica Editions
CHILLING TALES #15 Facsimile Edition & Print
Collects #15, 1953. With 11 1/2 x 16 
matted print of the cover. Recom-
mended. By Harry Harrison et al. 
Starting with a brand new line in pre-
code comic books, the indefatigable PS 
Artbooks launches the PS Facsimile 
Comics imprint, which come with a bo-
nus oversized print of the cover, already 
matted. Kicking off PS Facsimile comics 
comes a three-issue line-up from the 
pen of the legendary Matt Fox of Chill-
ing Tales, well known for bizarre covers 
for Weird Tales, the pulp. PS Artbooks, 2021.
CHIL15. Comic, 7x10, 36pg, FC  $23.99
CHILLING TALES #17 Facsimile Edition & Print
Collects #17, 1953. With 11 1/2 x 16 
matted print of the cover. Recom-
mended. By Harry Harrison, Steve 
Kirkel et al. Kicking off PS Facsimile 
comics comes a three-issue line-up from 
the pen of the legendary Matt Fox of 
Chilling Tales, well known for his quirky 
comics covers as well as bizarre covers 
for the venerable pulp Weird Tales. 
Sir Walter Scott and Edgar Allan Poe 
adaptations. Comes with a handsome 
oversized matted print of wild cover.  
PS Artbooks, 2021.
CHIL17. Comic, 7x10, 36pg, FC  $23.99
HORROR FROM THE TOMB #1 Replica Edition
Replica Edition with all ads, #1, 1954. 
Highly Recommended. This is publish-
er Premier’s only entry into the pre-Code 
horror field, and boy is it a doozy! People 
melted down for their bones, behead-
ings, all the things Wertham was so 
aghast over! It’s the only issue in the 
series killed by the distributor’s (Kable 
News) President, George B. Davis, after 
he saw the issue. And it’s got great art: 
George Woodbridge, Sid Check & 
Angelo Torres collaborate on a story 
worthy of Williamson & Wood: “Granma Gruesome’s Dead 
Time Story.” PS Artbooks, 2021.
HORFT01. Magazine, 7x10, 36pg, FC  $16.99
NIGHTMARE #1 Replica Edition
Replica edition. Recommended. By 
Don Heck, Norman Nodel, Jack Katz, 
Bill Everett, Ross Andru, Wally Wood, 
Mike Esposito, Joe Kubert, and Syd 
Shores. Skywald’s first publication was 
Nightmare #1 from 1970 and here it 
is...a black-and-white comic magazine 
absolutely packed full of horror that 
would never pass the Comics Code: 
“The Pollution Monsters,” “Master of 
the Dead,” “Dance Macabre,” “Orgy 
of Blood,” “A Nightmare Pin-Up,” “The Skeletons of Doom,” 
“Help Us to Die,” “The Thing from the Sea,” “The Creature 
Within,” and “The Deadly Mark of the Beast.”  
PS Artbooks, 2021.
NIGHM. Magazine, 7x10, 68pg, b&w  $18.99
PSYCHO MAGAZINE #1 Replica Edition
Replica edition. Recommended. By 
Roger Elwood and Gardner Fox. Sky-
wald’s Psycho #1, published in January 
1971, is a black-and-white comic maga-
zine absolutely packed full of horror and 
suspense. If you’re brave enough take 
a peek, we’ve got “The Skin And Bones 
Syndrome” by Gray Morrow; “The 
Glistening Death” and “I Painted Only 
Terror!” by Norman Nodel; “The Thing 
in the Mirror” by Raymond Everett 
Kinstler; “The Steps in the Cellar!” by 
Alan Weiss; ..”And Then There’s Cicero!” by Paul Reinman; 
“Anatomical Monster” by Alvin Hollingsworth; and more!  
PS Artbooks, 2022.
PSY01. Magazine, 7x10, 68pg, b&w  $18.99
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SILVER AGE CLASSICS: BRAIN BOY / 
SPACE PATROL Vol 2 Hardcover
Collects #4-6, Dell, 1962; Space Patrol #1-2, Ziff 
Davis, 1952. Recommended. Brain Boy is a mix 
of superhero, fantasy, supernatural, horror, sus-
pense, science fiction and spy adventures, drawn 
by Frank Springer in the early 1960s. Space 
Patrol is 1950s pre-code space opera, drawn 
almost entirely by EC’s Bernie Krigstein with 
wonderful Norman Saunders painted covers. It’s a 
great early sci-fi title. Brain Boy, aka Matt Price Jr., 
is in reality a special counter-intelligence operative 
in the U.S Secret Service, fighting Communist 
enemies and alien adversaries! Brain Boy reads 
minds, uses telekinesis to lift objects or make 
himself fly, controls minds, alters emotional states, 
and is also super intelligent. 
Written by Herb Castle.  
PS Artbooks, 2022.
SABB02H.  
HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
Vol 2 Softcover ►
PS Artbooks, 2022.
SPABB02.  
SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $26.99
Vol 1 Hardcover. SABB01H. 
HC  $46.99
Vol 1 Softcover. SPABB01. SC  $26.99

SILVER AGE CLASSICS: MYSTERIES OF 
UNEXPLORED WORLDS Vol 4 Hardcover
Collects #16-20, 1960. Fantasy-supernatural, 
horror and science fiction stories from writers and 
artists that include Dick Giordano, Bill Molno, 
Bill Fraccio, Bill Montes, Charles Nicholas and 
of course the truly remarkable one man creative 
genius Steve Ditko. He has 
two pages in #17 (not noted 
in Overstreet), but does the 
cover and lead story, “The 
Green Unknown,” in #19. Ro-
bot stories! “Pirates of Future 
Time.” PS Artbooks, 2022.
SAMUW04H.  
HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
Vol 4 Softcover ►
SAMUW04. SC  $29.99

CLASSIC ADVENTURE  
COMICS Vol 3 Hardcover
Collects Avon one-shots The Hooded 
Menace and The Unknown Man, 1951; 
Charlton’s Marco Polo #1, 1962; Dell 
one-shots Robin Hood and Robinson 
Crusoe, 1963. Recommended. By Sam 
Glanzman et al. An unusual mix of scarce 
one-shot comics: In Menace, it’s 1903 and 
ex-soldiers from the Spanish-American war 
prey on new settlers in the US Northwest! 
Unknown Man adapts a contemporary 
crime film, featuring an underworld gang 
lord, with artwork by Everett Raymond 
Kinstler. Then it’s the middle ages and 
explorer Marco Polo in the court of Kubla 
Khan! Labeled “scarce” in the guide, a 1962 
Charlton release drawn by Sam Glanzman 
and, quite unusually, a long 25-page story! 
Plus 2 more... PS Artbooks, 2021. 
PCAD03H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
Vol 3 Softcover. CAD03.   $26.99
PS ARTBOOKS PRESENTS: SCI-FI CLASSIC COMICS 
Vol 4 Hardcover
Collects Lost Worlds #5-6, 1952, Zip Jet 
#1-2, 1953, and Space Mysteries #1, 1958. 
Highly Recommended. Zip-Jet was one of 
the very strangest titles amongst a LOT of 
strange work in the pre-code days, starring 
Rocketman and the very sexy Rocketgirl. 
Lost Worlds is a small gem of a title from 
Ace. Excellent artwork by John Celardo, 
Ross Andru, Jack Katz, Nick Cardy, 
Alex Toth, Rocco Mastroserio, Art Saaf, 
Ruben Moreira, Art Pinajian, Al Plasti-
no, Ralph Mayo, Carl Burgos and Russ 
Heath. This includes a very cool reprint 
of the first Rocketman story from Punch 
#1 from a decade earlier. Rocketman and 
Rocketgirl, in their skin-tight costumes, were 
two of the more erotic heroes of their day and 
these issues are very collectible today.  
PS Artbooks, 2021.
PSSC04H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
Vol 4 Softcover. PSSC04.   $26.99
SILVER AGE CLASSICS: SPACE WAR Vol 1 Hardcover

Collects #1-5, 1959-60. Recommended. Charlton Com-
ics’ other-worldly stories from “Abandon 
Spaceship” to “Exiled to Earth.” Featuring 
the writing talents of the prolific Joe Gill 
and artists Dick Giordano, Matt Baker, 
Bill Montes, Bill Molno, Bill Fraccio, Jon 
D’Agostino, Charles Nicholas and of 
course Steve Ditko --who does the cover 
and one story in issues #4 and #5. Marvel’s 
Vince Colletta gets credit for inking two 
stories in this first issue. He did wonderful 
work on Thor inking Jack Kirby’s pencils as 
a regular inker at Marvel in the 1960s. But 
I’m not aware of Colletta 
ever inking Matt Baker. 
-Bud.  
PS Artbooks, 2022.
SASW01H. HC, 7x10, 
184pg, FC  $46.99
Vol 1 Softcover ► 
PS Artbooks, 2022. 
SASW01. SC  $26.99

ROY THOMAS PRESENTS FRANKENSTEIN IN PRIZE COMICS Vol 2
Collects #38-68, 1944-48. Highly Recommended. Art by Dick Briefer. Foreword by Don Glut. An ex-
tra thick collection of 21 wild stories from the ultra-rare issues of Prize Comics. Volume 2 collects the 
“Frankenstein” stories from Prize Comics. Special 8-page illustrated introduction, “Heil, Frankenstein” 
by Don Glut. Our lad even picks up a “ghoul-friend,” Zora! Wild, fun stories full of creativity.  
PS Artbooks, 2021.
FRA02. SC, 7x10, 256pg, FC  $36.99
 Vol 1 The Prize Comics Years. stories from #7-37, 1940-43. FRA01. SC, 256pg, FC  $36.99

Hardcover Editions
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THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN The Original 
Marvel Years Omnibus Vol 7
Collects Savage Sword of Conan #88-
101, 1983-84. Recommended. The first 
appearance of one of Conan’s deadliest ad-
versaries, the Devourer of Souls! And Cap-
tain Bor’aqh Sharaq, believed to be dead 
but hunting Conan with vengeance! Packed 
with stories by Michael Fleisher, Christo-
pher Priest and art by all-time Conan great 
John Buscema! Marvel, 2022.
SAVS07H. HC, 8x11, 936pg, PC 
 $150.00 $130.00
Vol 4 #45-60 (1979-1981). Vol 5 #61-72 (1981-82). Vol 6 #73-
87 and Marvel Super Special #21.  
SAVS04H, 05H, 06H.    ea: $125.00 $110.00
THOR By Jason Aaron Omnibus 
Vol 1
Collects Thor God of Thunder #1-25; 
Thor #1-8; Annual #1; Thors #1-4; Mighty 
Thor #1-12, 2012-15. By Jason Aaron art 
by Esad Ribić and Russell. The Goddess of 
Thunder battles Malekith, Loki, Roxxon and 
even Odin! But who is she under the mask? 
And what is this new Thor’s terrible secret? 
Across the ages, gods are vanishing--and 
the God of Thunder must unite with his past 
and future selves to stand against Gorr the 
God Butcher! Marvel, 2022.
THORJ01H. HC, 7x11, 1216pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
THOR Epic Collection Vol 1  
The God of Thunder
New printing. Collects Journey into 
Mystery (Thor stories) #83-109, 1962-65. 
Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee 
and Jack Kirby! First appearance of Loki 
and Odin, a second origin in #89, Tales of 
Asgard begins in #97, 1st Lava Man, Surtur, 
Mr. Hyde, 2nd Avengers x-over, Dr. Strange, 
and more. Marvel, 2022.
THE01. SC, 7x10, 480pg, FC 
 $44.99 $39.99
See our website (or inquire) for more Thor Epic.
MARVEL MASTERWORKS  
UNCANNY X-MEN Vol 14
Collects Uncanny X-Men #210-219; two 
annuals & Fantastic Four vs. X-Men 
#1-4, 1986-87. Extra-length edition. By 
Chris Claremont. Art by Alan Davis, John 
Romita, Barry Windsor-Smith, Art Adams, 
et al. Introduces Psylocke who’s arrived 
just as Sabretooth and the Marauders 
hunt for Morlocks--and don’t mind slaying 
any X-Men who get in the way!  
Marvel, 2022.
MMUX14H. HC, 7x10, 496pg, FC $100.00 $90.00
MIGHTY MARVEL MASTERWORKS 
THE AVENGERS Vol 2
Collects Avengers #11-20, 1964-65. High-
ly Recommended. By Stan Lee et al. Art 
by Jack Kirby, Wally Wood et al. The team’s 
original members depart, leaving only 
Captain America to carry on with Hawkeye, 
Quicksilver and the Scarlet Witch--former 
foes, now newly minted heroes.  
Marvel, 2022.
MMMAV02. SC, 6x9, 261pg, FC  $15.99
Vol 1 The Coming of the Avengers, #1-10, 1963.  
MMMAV01. SC,   $15.99
MIGHTY MARVEL MASTERWORKS 
THE MIGHTY THOR Vol 2
Collects Journey Into Mystery #101-
109, 1964. Highly Recommended. By 
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby. The return of 
Zarrko the Tomorrow Man, the Cobra and 
Mr. Hyde; debuts of the Enchantress, the 
Executioner and the Grey Gargoyle! Thor 
battles Magneto and Loki! Marvel, 2022.
MMMT02. SC, 6x9, 208pg, FC  $15.99
Vol 1 Thor and Tales of Asgard: Journey into Mystery  
#83-100, 1962-64. MMMT01. SC  $15.99

CAPTAIN BRITAIN Omnibus
Collects material from Captain Brit-
ain #1-39, 1976 & much, much more. 
By Chris Claremont, Gary Friedrich et 
al. Art by John Byrne, John Buscema 
et al. Brian Braddock, hand-picked for 
greatness by the sorcerer Merlyn, has 
made the fateful choice between the 
sword of might and the amulet of right! 
The complete collection of Captain 
Britain’s adventures--from questing 
alongside the Black Knight, to battling 
Jim Jaspers and the Fury to prevent a crooked Earth!! 
Marvel, 2021.
CAPBRH. HC, 8x11, 1360pg, FC $125.00 $105.00
GHOST RIDER Epic Collection  
Vol 1 Hell on Wheels
Collects Marvel Spotlight (1971) #5-
12, Ghost Rider (1973) #1-11, Marvel 
Team-Up (1972) #15. The origin and 
almost three years of stories take the 
horror hero to Hell to battle Satan, pit 
him against Witch-Woman and team 
him with Daimon Hellstrom, Son of 
Satan. Written by Gary Friedrich and 
Tony Isabella, art by Mike Ploog, Tom 
Sutton and Jim Mooney. 40 pages of 
bonus material. Marvel, 2022.
GHOSR01. SC, 7x10, 424pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
JANE FOSTER The Saga of the Mighty Thor
Collects Thor #1-8; Mighty Thor #1-5, 
8-11, 13-14; & more, 2014-17. When 
the Son of Odin is rendered unworthy of 
lifting Mjolnir, the hammer is claimed...
by a Goddess of Thunder! Her battles 
against Frost Giants, Malekith and the 
Minotaur prove that she is well worthy 
of the name Thor! But this new hero is 
secretly Dr. Jane Foster--and each time 
she transforms, it worsens her cancer! 
Marvel, 2022.
JANFO. SC, 7x10, 472pg, FC 
 $44.99 $41.99
MOON KNIGHT Omnibus Vol 1
New printing. Moon Knight #1-20, 
and dozens more titles, 1973-80s. 
Recommended. By Doug Moench 
and Bill Sienkiewicz, et al. Mercenary. 
Werewolf hunter. Millionaire playboy. 
Cab driver. His origin and first six 
years of stories...Follow Marc Spector 
as he builds the strangest rogues 
gallery in all of comics: the deadly 
Bushmaster, Arsenal, the one-man 
army, and Stained Glass Scarlet, the 
nun with a crossbow! Marvel, 2021. 
MOONK01H. HC, 7x11, 1016pg, FC
 $125.00 $110.00
MOON KNIGHT Omnibus Vol 2
Collects Moon Knight #21-38, 1982-
83; Fist of Khonshu #1-6, 1985 & 
eight more books. Doug Moench 
and Bill Sienkiewicz’s run comes to 
a close. Moon Knight must survive 
threats old and new--including the madness of Morpheus, 
Stained Glass Scarlet, the Black Spectre and a rematch 
against Werewolf by Night! Plus Iron Man, Brother Voodoo, 
Doctor Strange, and Spider-Man. Marvel, 2022.
MOONK02H. HC, 7x11, 960pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
THE SAVAGE SHE-HULK Omnibus
Collects Savage She-Hulk #1-25;  
Marvel Two-in-One #88, 1980-82. 
By David Anthony Kraft. Art by Mike 
Vosburg, John Buscema et al. When 
criminal defense attorney Jennifer 
Walters is shot by a mob hitman, 
her cousin Bruce Banner saves her 
life with a blood transfusion--and his 
gamma-irradiated blood turns her into 
the Savage She-Hulk! Suddenly, she’s 
a mean, green lawyering machine. 
Marvel, 2022.
SAVSHH. HC, 7x11, 648pg, FC $100.00 $85.00
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 Alley Oop
ALLEY OOP AND THE GREAT 
MOOVIAN MIGRATION 1977  
By Dave Graue
Strips from 1977, never before 
collected. Recommended. Alley Oop 
quests for a new land when locusts rav-
age Moo. Then he rescues a Princess. 
Plus Oops’ 20th-century friends time travel to Constantinople, but 
land among Roman Legions. Acoustic Learning, 2022.
ALLEGM. SC, 9x9, 106pg, b&w  $19.95
ALLEY OOP Book Two War with Lem--V.T. Hamlin
Highly Recommended. By V.T. Hamlin. 
The complete year of 1934 daily Alley 
Oop strips, all newly scanned and 
cleaned from newspaper pages. The 
Land of Moo is attacked by the people 
of Lem. Alley is blown into neverwhere 
in a storm, and Dinny ends up in a tree. 
Andrews McMeel, 2022.
ALLE02. SC, 11x9, 111pg, b&w  $19.95
COMICS REVUE PRESENTS APR 2022
Complete in this issue: Buz Sawyer (1969-
70) by Roy Crane, Sir Bagby (1963) by 
R&D Hackney, and Rick O’Shay (1958) by 
Stan Lynde. 19 pages of full-color Sunday 
pages, Flash Gordon by Mac Raboy and 
Harry Harrison, Alley Oop by V. T. Ham-
lin, Steve Canyon by Milton Caniff, Casey 
Ruggles by Warren Tufts, and much more! 
Manuscript Press, 2022.
CR0422. SC, 8x10, 128pg, PC  $19.95
See our website (or inquire) for more 
Comics Revue. See page 30 for more Alley Oop.

ETHER OMNIBUS
Collects the complete series, five issues 
each of Ether I, II and III plus all covers 
and bonus content. By Matt Kindt. Art by 
David Rubín. Inter-dimensional explorer 
Boone Dias, a brilliant scientist from Earth, 
enters the magical world of Ether and stum-
bles onto a great responsibility that takes him 
through the center of volcanoes, deserts full 
of living mummies, sphinxes, and a bizarre 
fairy forest---all leading toward a final climac-
tic battle for both worlds. Dark Horse, 2022.
ETHEOM. SC, 7x10, 440pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
LOBSTER JOHNSON Omnibus Vol 1
Recommended. Introduction and writing 
by Mike Mignola, with John Arcadi et al. 
Art by Ken Nowlan, Joe Querio et al. The 
1930s-era, pulp-style adventures of a man 
of few few words but violent action. From 
gangsters to Nazis to an army of monkeys, 
the Lobster faces classic foes in strange 
new ways. Collected for the first time in a 
hardcover edition. Dark Horse, 2022.
LOB01H. HC, 7x10, 448pg, FC 
 $39.99 $34.99
MIKE MIGNOLA’S HELLBOY Artisan 
Edition Hellboy in Hell and Other 
Stories
Highly Recommended. The first five is-
sues of Hellboy in Hell as well as a historic 
supplementary material: the first three 
Hellboy stories--the two initial four-pagers, 
produced for promotional purposes, and the 
10-page story from John Byrne’s Nextmen 
#21--plus more. IDW, 2022.
MMHAE. SC, 8x12, 200pg, FC  $39.99
SPAWN THE RECORD BREAKER
Collects Spawn #298-301, 2019. Collected 
together for the first time, the issues that lead 
up to and include the record-breaking Spawn 
#301, which went through three printings. 
Includes art from industry giants like Greg 
Capullo, Jason Alexander, Clayton Crain, 
Jerome Opeña, and Francesco Mattina, as 
well as a story penciled by Todd McFarlane 
himself. Image Comics, 2022.
SPAWRB. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $16.99

EC ARCHIVES Gunfighter 
Vol 1
Collects #5-9 (#1-5), 1948-49. 
Recommended. Foreword by Jimmy 
Palmiotti. By Al Feldstein et al. The 
wild adventures of the lone lawman 
known as the Gunfighter and his 
comrade the Buckskin Kid as they 
take on outlaws and ride a rough ter-
rain of terror. Includes two Moon Girl 
stories by Gardner Fox and Shelly 
Moldoff! What a mix! Graham Ingels and Johnny Craig 
appear in every issue. Dark Horse, 2022.
ECAG01H. HC, 9x11, 176pg, FC $49.99 $42.50

Disney
DISNEY MASTERS Vol 19 
Mickey Mouse Trapped in the 
Shadow Dimension
By Andrea “Casty” Castellan. In this 
volume, Scrooge McDuck squares off 
with “The Terrible, Terrible Triple-Di-
mensional Beagle Boy’’...while in “The 
World to Come,” Mickey and Minnie 
are headed to far-off Illusitania for 
royal intrigue, robot war...and a show-
down with that dastardly, poetic secret 
agent, The Rhyming Man! Fantagraphics, 2022.
DM19H. HC, 8x10, 192pg, FC $29.99 $27.99
WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK  
The Pixilated Parrot
Back in stock. Collects Four Color 
#275, 282, 291, 300, 356, Vacation 
Parade #1 & more. 1950-51. Our 
Highest Recommendation. By Carl 
Barks. Donald gives Uncle Scrooge 
a parrot but it escapes with the 
combination to Scrooge’s safe. Then, 
Donald and the boys face perils in 
the desert in “Ancient Persia,” plus 
“Vacation Time.”  
Fantagraphics, 2015.
WD09H. HC, 7x10, 216pg, FC  $29.99
WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK A CHRISTMAS 
FOR SHACKTOWN
Back in stock. Collects Four Color 
#408, 422, WDC&S #135-144, 1951-
52. Our Highest Recommendation.  
“A Christmas for Shacktown” is one 
of Barks’s masterpieces featuring 
the Duck family working hard to raise 
money to throw a Christmas party for 
the poor city slum children (depicted 
with surprisingly Dickensian gritti-
ness). Fantagraphics, 2012.
WD11H. HC, 7x10, 240pg, FC  $28.99
WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK The Ghost 
Sheriff of Last Gasp
Back in stock. Collects WDC&S 
#159-177 & DD Tells About Kites, 
1953-55. Our Highest Recommen-
dation. 20 wonderful 10-page sto-
ries! Donald and his nephews visit 
an Old West haunted ghost town! 
Then, Donald is made station master 
for a tiny out-of-the-way railroad 
station, but his first delivery is 10,000 
hungry baby turkeys! And the race 
is on to recover Scrooge’s gold on a 
ship wreck. Fantagraphics. 2016.
WD15H. HC, 7x10, 240pg, FC  $29.00
WALT DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE  
The Seven Cities of Gold
Back in stock. Collects Uncle 
Scrooge #7-12 & 14, 1954-56. Our 
Highest Recommendation. Uncle 
Scrooge takes Donald and the 
nephews on a perilous trek in search 
of the fabled seven cities of gold! 
This is the Scrooge story famous 
for providing Steven Spielberg and 
George Lucas with inspiration for 
parts of Raiders of the Lost Ark! 
Plus “The Mysterious Stone Ray.” 
Fantagraphics, 2020.
WD14H. HC, 7x10, 240pg, FC  $29.99
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JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER DAWN BUST
Numbered & limited, 705. By Joseph 
Michael Linsner. Dawn, the goddess 
of rebirth, celebrates 30 years with an 
all-new two-statue set featuring one of 
Dynamite’s most exciting crossovers with 
Vampirella. Each of the 7.5 inch high 
resin busts are hand painted and placed 
on an elegant “book” base. Both statues 
together, create a complete, thematic set 
based on the idea of “balance between 
heart and mind.” These strictly limited 
resin collectibles are hand numbered and 
only 705 will ever be made. Dynamite, 2022.
JMLDAW. 7.5” tall, FC  $139.99
PRINCE VALIANT STATUE Artist Proof
Numbered & limited, 25 A/P. Rec-
ommended. Hal Foster’s timeless 
hero from the days of King Arthur, 
as sculpted by the Joy and Tom 
Studios, depicts Val in full battle 
gear atop his mighty steed, charging 
through a marshy glade. The image 
seems to have been lifted straight 
from the early Hal Foster Sunday 
pages. Fully painted statue comes in 
a huge, oversized box with full color artwork. Certificate of 
authenticity. Very limited number, out of print and produced in 
2008. Dark Horse, 2008. Out of print.
PVAL. 12” tall, FC  $295.00
TARZAN AND THE GOLDEN LION STATUE
Numbered & limited, 1000. Recom-
mended. ReelArt Studios presents a 
tribute to Edgar Rice Burroughs’s Tarzan 
of the Apes. Inspired by the classic 
illustration of Burroughs artist J. Allen 
St. John, the statue depicts Tarzan and 
Jad-bal-ja, the Golden Lion, from the 
cover art for the 1923 first edition pub-
lished by A. C. McClurg. Quite large, in 
a handsome illustrated box. We have a 
very limited number; this was produced 
in 2007. Dark Horse, 2007. Out of print.
TARZGL. 10” tall, FC  $225.00
CTHULHU DARK ARTS TAROT
Made by connoisseurs and lovers of 
Lovecraft, Abrams presents the first tarot 
deck solely dedicated to this special 
universe. 78 illustrated cards, including 22 
major and 56 minor arcana packaged with 
a 32-page booklet that will help with the 
interpretation of each card. The illustra-
tions are by Førtifem and very true to the 
Lovecraft traditions. Abrams, 2021.
CTHDT. SC, 78 cards, 4x6, FC  $30.00
VAMPIRELLA TAROT CARDS
Back in stock. Recommended. A func-
tioning Tarot Card Deck that captures the 
timeless images of the 1969 Vampirella 
Magazine art. These cover images helped 
to define the horror comic genre with master 
illustrators like Frank Frazetta, Sanjulian, 
Adam Hughes, Jose Gonzalez, Enric, Es-
teban Maroto, and Paul Gulacy along with 
a host of other legendary contributing artists. 
78 cards illustrate the major and minor 
arcana. Illustrated box, with instructions for 
divining the future. Some nudity. Dynamite, 2021. 
VAMTC. 78 cards, 3x5, FC  $19.99

THE SPIDER Scourge of the Scorpion Hardcover
Bonus 10,000 word Red Finger vs. 
Scorpion story and an Afterword. 
Recommended. By Will Murray. Art by 
Gary Carbon. Men called the Scorpion 
the “Deathless One.” Rumored to be 
immortal, he controls the Order of the 
Purple Eyes, a slave army of criminals 
who emerge to wreak havoc on mankind 
during times of social upheaval. His goal: 
To take over New York City. But how can 
the Master of Men fight the Cult when his 
beloved Nita van Sloan has been turned 
against him while his chief aides lie stricken with lockjaw--vic-
tims of the lethal sting of the Scorpion? Altus, 2022.
SPIDSSH. HC, 7x10, 360pg, Text/b&w  $60.00
Softcover Edition
SPIDSS. SC, 7x10, 312pg, Text/b&w  $24.95

THE PHANTOM  
The Complete Dailies  
Vol 24 1973-1974 Hurt
By Sy Barry. Six complete 
continuities: “The Keeper of the 
Peace,” “The Giant of Kaluga,” 
“The Trial of Patrolman Zokko,” 
“The Things,” “Vandal-Loot-
ers,”and “The Pampered 
Princess.” Reproduced from King Feature’s proofs.Plus essay 
and documentary materials. Hermes Press, 2022. Condition: 
Slightly bumped corners and/or slightly damaged dust jacket.
PH24HR. HC, 12x8, 224pg, b&w $60.00 $45.00
Regular Edition: Hermes Press, 2022. Out of Print.
PH24H. HC, 12x8, 224pg, b&w  $60.00
ALTER EGO #175
Highly Recommended. Edited by 
Roy Thomas. Wraparound cover by 
Arvell Jones! Spotlighting the artists 
of Roy Thomas’ 1980s DC series All-
Star Squadron! Featuring illuminating 
interviews with artists Arvell Jones, 
Richard Howell, and Jerry Ordway, 
conducted by Richard Arndt. Plus the 
Squadron’s final secrets, including an 
amazing universe of previously unpub-
lished Squadron art and more. TwoMorrows, 2022.
AE175. Magazine, 8x11, 84pg, PC  $10.95
See our website (or inquire) for more Alter Ego.
AMERICAN COMIC BOOK 
CHRONICLES The 1970s
New printing. Highly Recommend-
ed. By Jason Sacks and Keith Dallas. 
1970-1979--Covering all the pivotal 
moments, issues, titles, creators and 
behind-the-scenes details of the emerg-
ing Bronze Age of comics! Including: the 
“dawn of relevance” with Denny O’Neil 
and Neal Adams’s Green Lantern! Jack 
Kirby’s Fourth World saga! Revisions 
to the Comics Code that opened the floodgates for monsters 
and the supernatural! Jenette Kahn’s arrival at DC and the 
subsequent DC explosion! The coming of Jim Shooter and 
creation of the direct market, vastly expanding the role of 
comic book specialty stores! TwoMorrows, 2022.
ACB05H. HC, 8x11, 288pg, FC $48.95 $42.50
JOHN SEVERIN TWO-FISTED 
COMIC BOOK ARTIST Signed
Our Highest Recommendation. 
Exclusive full color, double-sided 
bookplate signed by authors Greg 
Biga and Jon B. Cooke. A spirited 
biography of one of the most prolific 
creators in the history of American com-
ics! From a start in 1947 at the Simon 
& Kirby shop, John Severin co-created 
the legendary Western strip American 
Eagle, and became an EC Comics mainstay, working with 
Harvey Kurtzman on MAD and Two-Fisted Tales. In addition 
to a 40 year association with Cracked magazine, his pivotal 
Marvel Comics work included an extended run on The Hulk, 
and teaming with sister Marie Severin to create the definitive 
comics version of King Kull. TwoMorrows, 2021.
JOHSEH. HC, 8x11, 160pg, PC  $39.95

STORMBRINGER The Elric Saga Vol 2
Four more complete prose novels. 
Highly Recommended. Cover by 
Michael Whelan. Foreword by Michael 
Chabon. In one of the most well-known 
and well-loved fantasy epics of the 20th 
century, Elric is the brooding, albino em-
peror of the dying Kingdom of Melnibone. 
After defeating his nefarious cousin and 
gaining control over the epic sword, 
Stormbringer, Elric must decide what 
he’s willing to sacrifice in a fight against 
Armageddon. Saga Press, 2022.
ELR02H. HC, 6x9, 860pg, Text/PC  $29.99
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TOP MODELS OF METART.COM DOMINIKA A
Gorgeous brunette Dominika A has 
movie star looks and an exhibitionist 
nature. One of MetArt’s most popular 
erotic nude models, the sultry Czech 
sweetheart is sheer physical perfection, 
with golden tanned skin, a peachy 
bottom, and perky breasts with dark nip-
ples. She made her MetArt debut over 
a decade ago at the age of 24, and she 
seems to become more beautiful with 
every passing year, whether gloriously 
naked on an exotic beach or dressed up in sexy lingerie and 
heels. Skylight, 2021. Adult material.
TOPDAH. HC, 8x9, 128pg, FC  $35.00
TOP MODELS OF METART.COM MILA AZUL
Mila Azul is one of MetArt’s all-time 
top models, a vivacious brunette with 
a sweet face and a young woman’s 
figure...and gorgeous natural breasts. 
She takes obvious pleasure from 
sharing her spectacular body, her smile 
bewitching as she bares everything. Her 
slender frame and tiny waist make those 
whopping natural wonders all the more 
astonishing. Since her first appearance 
at 19, Mila has been viewed on MetArt 
more than three million times. Skylight, 2022. Adult material.
TOPMAH. HC, 8x9, 128pg, FC  $35.00
CANDICE B. [TOPCBH]. LITTLE CAPRICE [TOPLCH]. 
  ea: $35.00

MY FAVOURITE TOP MODELS
Recommended. “Twenty years of 
Fine Art Nude Photography, 13 of my 
most beautiful models, 288 pages 
bulging with hand-chosen, previously 
unpublished photographs...pays 
homage to my favourite models, 
presenting unique and extensive 
portfolios of each and every girl. I 
must confess it also includes some 
rather cheeky angles and views, but 
then a top favorite model has, and is, much more than 
just a beautiful, sexy body.” -Stefan Soell. Skylight, 2022. 
Adult material.
MYFAVH. HC, 9x11, 296pg, FC $50.00 $44.95

MONEY SHOT Vol 3
Recommended. By Tim Seeley and 
Sarah Beattie. Art by Caroline Layne, Kurt 
Michael Russell. With a founding member 
on the outs, Chris seeks a replacement 
whose hotness might melt the ice caps. 
But when the earth is overrun by a vicious 
species that can’t be reasoned with or 
sexed up, the fractured team will have to 
hold together long enough to (un)screw 
the entire planet. “Comedy, drama, and 
hot alien sex...” “Mixes sex with social 
commentary in a really fun way.”--Major Spoilers. Nudity, adult 
situations. Vault Comics, 2022. Adult material.
MONS03. SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC  $15.99
Vols 1, 2 (#6-10 plus a Playboy Magazine short story!). 
MONS01, 02.   ea:  $17.99

SORAYAMA Complete Masterworks  
New Printing
New printing. Special Paperback 
Edition revised and enlarged. A 
massive compilation of Sorayama’s 
most erotic and explicit work. Not only 
can he draw gorgeous women, but 
he’s not shy about putting them into 
the most explicit and erotic situations, 
with leather and chains, with strange 
BDSM subjects, and even creating 
sexy robots, his first claim to fame, 
as well as part flesh, part machine women. It’s all explored 
here in the largest ever compilation of his work. Skylight, 
2021. Condition: Due to cover overlap, some copies have 
a slightly dented corner or two. Adult material.
SORACM. SC, 7x9, 480pg, PC $50.00 $44.95

Vintage Pin-Up
THE PIN-UP MYSTERY OF 1950
After being hidden away for 70 years, 
a mysterious collection of photographs 
that have never before been printed, all 
taken in a few short months in New York 
in 1950. These women could have been 
bookkeepers, sales ladies, actresses, 
modern dancers or homemakers model-
ing in the years before Playboy began. 
Full nudity. A unique look at the women posing fully nude in 
the year 1950. Asylum Publications, 2020. Adult material.
PINUM. SC, 8x11, 96pg, b&w  $24.95
QUEENS OF BURLESQUE
Famed New York photographer Murray 
Korman photographed hundreds of 
burlesque entertainers in the 1950’s. 
Roger Detzler tells the story of each 
dancer in this unique book, from the 
famous to the unknown. The book used 
Murray’s original negatives for the best 
images possible, which are VERY clear 
and crisp. Features Fanny Foxe, Lily 
Pagan, Sabina Savan, Val Valentine, 
Linda Brigette, Trudy Wayne  and others! Some topless 
nudity. Asylum Publications, 2021. Mature Readers.
QUEEB. SC, 8x11, 96pg, b&w  $19.95
CARNIVAL STRIPPERS  
REVISITED
Slipcased. two volumes. This new 
two-book edition features largely 
unpublished additional photos, contact 
sheets, maps and letters. From 1972 
to 1975, Susan Meiselas spent her 
summers photographing women who 
performed striptease for small-town carnivals in New En-
gland, Pennsylvania and South Carolina. As she followed the 
shows from town to town, she captured the dancers on stage 
and off, their public performances as well as their private 
lives, creating a portrait both documentary and empathetic. 
Steidl/C/O, 2021. Mature Readers.
SUSMH. HC, 9x11, 264pg, PC  $55.00

Milo Manara
EROTIC TAROT OF MANARA
Recognized as a master of erotic 
illustration, Milo Manara transports us 
to a dreamlike carnal dimension that 
praises life and lust. 22 Major Arcana and 
56 Minor Arcana cards, with divinatory 
instructions. Manara pays homage to the 
female body, here a symbol of the Uni-
verse. Imported from Italy. Each card and 
the 64-page booklet are in four languages, 
including English. Lo Scarabeo, 2002. Adult material.
EROTM. 78 cards, 3x5, FC  $24.95
MANARA EROTIC ORACLE
Recommended. Purely for images 
and production, this is my favorite of 
these new Manara sets. It has fewer 
cards, 35, but they are larger, the 
images are different than the Tarot 
sets, and I like the back side image, 
rounded corners, handsome box, and 
small 128-page softcover booklet, 
which is in four languages, including 
English. Manara women here 
become oracles, “for those choosing 
to believe in sex...as an experience.” Import from Italy. Lo 
Scarabeo, 2021. Adult material.
MANERO. 35 cards, 4x5, FC  $19.95
MANARA TAROT CARDS MINI
This set duplicates the Manara Erotic 
Tarot but smaller sized with planetary, 
zodiac and four element symbols. 
32-page booklet with instructions in six 
languages, including English. Attractive 
illustrated box. Import from Italy. Lo 
Scarabeo, 2002. Adult material.
MANTCM. 78 cards, 2x4, FC  $17.95
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DRUUNA SERPIERI Collection Vol 0
Almost thirty years after the Druuna saga began 
with Morbus Gravis, Serpieri reveals the new 
unpublished chapter of the Druuna saga. A 
prequel to one of the most successful comics of 
all time takes place in an uncontaminated world, 
immersed in a dreamlike silence, where you can 
perceive sounds, smells, tastes, tactile sensa-
tions. Contains the unpublished chapter Anima. 
Explicit sex and nudity. Import from Italy but in 
English. Lo Scarabeo, 2016.
SER0H. HC, 9x12, 80pg, FC  $29.99
DRUUNA SERPIERI Collection Vol 1
Back in stock. Collects Morbus Gravis & Delta. 
The collected works of Paolo E. Serpieri, one 
of the great comic book master artists, starts 
here with the first two chapters of the Druuna 
adventures. Our heroine will journey through a 
dystopic science fiction landscape where horror 
mixes with the most hardcore eroticism. It’s a 
post apocalyptic tale in deep space but with very 
explicit sex, like a modern take on Barbarella. 
This fine new series collects two of the original 
graphic novels into each hardcover volume. Superbly drawn, abundant 
nudity and adult situations. Lo Scarabeo, 2015. Adult material.
SER01H. HC, 9x12, 144pg, FC  $29.99
DRUUNA SERPIERI Collection Vol 2
Back in stock. Collects Creatura and Carnivora. 
Highly Recommended. The second collection 
of works by Paolo Eleuteri Serpieri, one of the 
great masters of erotic comic art. The adventures 
of the amazing voluptuous Druuna continues. The 
perfect woman is on a journey through interstellar 
space and into worlds only imagined by the likes 
of H.P. Lovecraft, of horrible alien creatures and 
lustful cravings. Two complete graphic novels. 
Explicit, nudity.  
Lo Scarabeo, 2015. Adult Material.
SER02H. HC, 9x12, 128pg, FC  $29.99
DRUUNA SERPIERI Collection Vol 3
Back in stock. Collects Mandragora and 
Aphrodisia. Recommended. Druuna--the perfect 
woman--continues her journey on the borders 
between science fiction and metaphysics, in the 
exploration of a world where the multifaceted 
sensuality of its protagonist has Druuna in erotic 
encounters with humans and non-humans, wom-
en and aliens, while she wanders like an innocent 
through strange fantasy worlds. Voluptuous erotic 
fantasy, abundant nudity. Beautifully drawn.  
Lo Scarabeo, 2016. Adult material.
SER03H. HC, 9x12, 112pg, FC  $29.99
DRUUNA SERPIERI Collection Vol 4
Back in stock. Highly Recommended. By 
Paolo Eleuteri Serpieri. Two more graphic novels 
in the erotic fantasy saga of Druuna, The Forgot-
ten Planet and Clone. Druuna wakes up amongst 
the ruins of a collapsed alien civilization, and is 
suddenly a principal in a battle between alien 
revolutionaries and a monstrous, evil creature. 
She’s seduced by a helmeted man, but is he 
already dead? In Clone, our naked heroine is 
suddenly two beings. Befriended by a dwarfish 
creature, there’s more seduction, now by a magnificent bald female. 
Bondage, explicit themes, all beautifully drawn. Lo Scarabeo, 2016. 
Adult Material.
SER04H. HC, 9x12, 128pg, FC  $29.99
DRUUNA SERPIERI Collection Vol 5
Back in stock. Collects Came From the Wind 
plus unreleased illustrations. Highly Recom-
mended. By Paolo Eleuteri Serpieri. The final 
chapter of the erotic fantasy saga of Druuna finds 
our voluptuous young heroine suddenly trans-
ported into the midst of a battle between Native 
Americans and conquistadors. But then alien 
creatures appear and the story goes mystic and 
inter-dimensional once again. Between heroism, 
mysticism and violence, the fate of humanity will 
be revealed. The final 1/3 of the book is a portfo-
lio of unpublished full page paintings and drawings along with several 
pencil pages from the previous story. Explicit adult material.  
Lo Scarabeo, 2018. Adult Material.
SER05H. HC, 9x12, 80pg, FC  $29.99

SERPIERI WEST Bilingual Collection
Back in stock. Highly 
Recommended. By 
Paolo Eleuteri Serpieri. 
Import from Italy. This 
collects Serpieri’s 
western stories and 
drawings, including 
nudes and a few erotic 
pieces of voluptuous 
women in the Druuna 
style. Includes wonder-
fully authentic native Americans, soldiers, horseback 
battles, Little Bighorn scenes and much more. 
Serpieri’s love of the western is clear, as well as his 
admiration for the indigenous peoples. Interview and 
intro in 3 languages, including English. Handsome 
large square format, in hardcover.  
Lo Scarabeo, 2020. Adult material.
SERWH. HC, 11x11, 108pg, FC  $49.99
SERPIERI EROS Bilingual Collection Vol 1
Back in stock. Highly 
Recommended. This 
collects Serpieri’s 
incredible erotic art; his 
Druuna is one of the fin-
est drawn erotic graphic 
novels in recent years, 
yet remains very difficult 
to get here in the U.S. 
This new book looks at 
his entire range of adult 
work, some quite explicit, all of it superbly rendered 
in his detailed and beautifully colored style. Includes 
an introduction in English and German, and in 
Italian. Lo Scarabeo, 2020. Adult material.
SERE01H. HC, 11x11, FC  $49.99
SERPIERI EROS II Bilingual Collection 
Vol 2
Full page, FC paintings of 
the artist’s sexiest imag-
es. Druuna is here along 
with many new models. 
In common are their vo-
luptuous figures, and very 
often the point of view 
emphasizing their bottoms 
and breasts. Explicit. We 
advertised this more than 
a year ago but never were able to get copies. By 
going direct to Italy we now have stock for a very 
limited time. Lo Scarabeo, 2021. Adult material.
SERE02H. HC, 11x11, 108pg, PC  $49.99
SERPIERI  
PLAYING CARDS
The exuberant, shocking beau-
ty of carnal women created by 
the masterful brush of Paolo 
Eleuteri Serpieri, provides 
the backbone of this deck. Ex-
traordinarily busty and sensual 
women, whose statuary beauty 
fascinates and disturbs at 
the same time. Lo Scarabeo, 
2007. Adult material.
SERPC. 54 cards, 2x4, FC  $9.95
SERPIERI TAROT CARDS
78-card deck and booklet. 
This Tarot deck is set against 
a dystopian science fiction 
background, where humanity 
is trying to escape the horrors 
of their mechanical self-built 
cage, by returning to listen to 
their primal instincts. Nudity and 
sex are symbols themselves of 
humanity’s struggle to cope and 
connect with its own deeper 
emotions. From the artwork of 
world-famous illustrator Paolo 
Eleuteri Serpieri.  
Lo Scarabeo, 2022. Adult material.
SERTC. 78 cards, 3x5, FC  $24.95
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FRAZETTA BOOK COVER ART The Definitive 
Reference Deluxe
Slipcased with 16 extra pages. 
Highly Recommended. By J. 
David Spurlock. Devoted solely to 
the artist’s most beloved venue, 
Book Cover Art. This features every 
single one of Frazetta’s famous 
covers, beautifully reproduced at a 
larger size on a page to itself. All are 
presented in chronological order. 
Commentary and rare quotes from 
the artist himself. Vanguard, 2022. Due: Aug.
FRAZBCD. HC, 8x11, 184pg, PC  $69.95
Regular Edition: Highly Recommended. Due: Aug.
FRAZBCH. HC, 8x11, 168pg, PC  $39.95

IN THE TEMPLE OF THE SELF: The Artist’s  
Residence as a Total Work
Twenty homes and villas of artists are 
works of art themselves. Starting with 
the Villa Stuck in Munich--the life’s work 
of the aristocratic Symbolist Franz von 
Stuck--this unique volume reveals art-
ist’s houses! Sir John Soane, London; 
William Morris’ Red House; Tiffany 
House, New York City; Mortimer 
Menpes, London; the Fernand Khnopff 
Villa, Brussels; Jacques Majorelle’s vil-
la and garden, Marrakesh; and Max Ernst’s house, Arizona. 
Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2022. Due: Jul.
INTEMH. HC, 9x12, 376pg, FC  $65.00
THE MAN WHO LEAPT THROUGH FILM  
The Art of Mamoru Hosoda
An illustrated overview of writer/
director/animator Mamoru Hosoda’s 
Academy Award-nominated movies 
and career, including previously 
unpublished storyboards, background 
paintings, character designs, and 
concept art. Written by renowned 
animation critic and historian Charles 
Solomon (The Art of WolfWalkers) 
and featuring exclusive interviews--this 
is the ultimate companion piece to Hosoda’s work.  
Abrams, 2022. Due: Aug.
MANWLH. HC, 10x12, 272pg, FC  $40.00
CLASSIC HORROR COMICS Vol 1 Hardcover
Collects Terrifying Tales 11, Torment-
ed #1 & 2, and Climax #1 & 2, 1953-55. 
Art by Mike Sekowsky, Sal Trapani, A.C. 
Hollingsworth, and Mike Roy. Terrifying 
Tales #11 (1953) with “Black Magic!” 
“Voodoo! Jungle Mystery!” and cover 
artwork by L.B. Cole. And there’s more 
with shocking and eerie tales includ-

ing cannibalism in 
the pages of The 
Tormented #1 & 
2 (1954). Climax 
#1 (1955) from tiny publisher Stanley 
Morse features the aptly titled “Fate!” PS 
Artbooks, 2022. Due: Jul.
CLHOR01H. HC, 7x10, 186pg, FC 
  $46.99
◄ Vol 1 Softcover 
Due: Jul. CLHOR01. SC,   $29.99

45 YEARS OF 2000 AD ANNIVERSARY ART BOOK
Tharg the Mighty has tasked forty-five 
of Earth’s most popular comic and illus-
tration artists to interpret the characters 
featured in the pages of the Galaxy’s 
Greatest Comic, 2000 AD. Featuring 
all new work by Jamie Smart (Bunny 
vs Monkey), Hannah Templer (GLOW, 
TMNT), Michael Allred (Madman, 
Silver Surfer), Kevin O’Neill (League of 
Extraordinary Gentlemen), and more. 
2000 AD, 2022. Due: Jul.
45YRH. HC, 8x11, 96pg, FC $45.00 $39.95
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Collectors Supplies
FOLD-ON ARCHIVAL BOOK JACKETS Pack of 10
Made from chemically stable Super-Clear 1.5-mil pol-
yester film with a specially formulated pH-neutral PVA 
adhesive--premium protection without losing the brilliance 
of the jacket graphics!
8-Inch JAF8. 8x17-1/2 .............................................. $7.95
9-Inch JAF9. 9x19 ...................................................  $8.50
10-Inch JAF10. 10x21  ............................................. $9.50
10-Inch Extra Long JAF10L. 10x29  ....................... $9.95
12-Inch JAF12. 12x24  ............................................. $9.95
12-Inch Extra Long JAF12L. 12x32  ..................... $10.95
14-Inch JAF14. 14x28  ........................................... $10.95
16-Inch JAF16. 16x30  ........................................... $11.95

MYLITES 2 SLEEVES Pack of 50  
Temporarily out of stock
Magazine MYL2MAG. 9x11-1/2 .............................  $29.00
Silver/Gold Comic MYL2SIL. 8×10-1/2 ................  $22.00

MYLAR SLEEVES Temporarily out of stock
Standard/Regular Comic  
MYLREG. 7 -1/4 x10-1/2, 25 sleeves ....................  $16.00

PLASTIC BAGS Pack of 100 except where noted
Postcard POSTC. 3-11/16×5-3/4.............................  $4.95
Paperback Book PB. 5x7-3/8 .................................  $6.95
Digest/Manga DIGEST. 6x7-5/8 ..............................  $6.95
Current CPP. 6-7/8x10-1/2 ......................................  $5.95
Silver Age/Regular SAPP. 7-1/8x10-1/2 .................  $6.50
Golden Age GAR. 7-5/8x10-1/2 ..............................  $7.50
Golden Age Thick  SUG. 8x10-1/2 .........................  $7.95
Magazine MAG. 8-3/4 x11-1/8 .................................  $8.50
Extra Thick Magazine/Sheet Music  
XTHICK. 9-3/8 x 12-1/4 ..........................................  $11.95
Treasury TBAGS. 10-1/2x13-1/2 ...........................  $14.95
Large Magazine/Life LGMAG. 11-1/8x14-1/4 .......  $16.95
Large Newspaper MPO. 16-1/4x24-1/8, 50 bags   $24.95
Tabloid/Art Print TABL. 12-1/4x18-1/4 .................  $24.95 
Has a minor ripple.

BACKING BOARDS Pack of 100 except where noted
Current CPPB. 6-3/4 x10-1/2 ................................  $12.95
Silver Age SAPPB. 7x10-1/2 .................................  $13.95
Golden Age GARB. 7-1/2x10-1/2 ..........................  $15.50
Magazine MAGB. 8-1/2x11 ....................................  $17.50
Treasury TBAGSB. 10-1/4 x13-1/2 .......................  $29.95
Tabloid/Art print TABLB. 11x17 ............................ $42.50

COMIC BOOK TALL DIVIDERS
Heavy duty white plastic, write-on index tab 
COMTD. 7-1/4 x11-1/4, 25 dividers .......................  $22.50
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ALEX RAYMOND: His Life And Art
By Tom Roberts. Foreword 
by George Lucas and an 
introduction by James Bama. 
This delves deep into the history 
and work of this internationally 
famous artist, showcasing nev-
er-before-known facts and art. 
Adventure House, 2007. Out of 
Print. Condition: Fine plus. Minor bump to bottom corner. 
RB3145. HC/DJ, 12x9, 312pg, Text/PC  $175.00
THE ART OF DENIS MCLOUGHLIN
By David Ashford. Edited by Peter 
Richardson. “Denis McLoughlin did 
his work in England and very little of 
his material has ever made it into the 
U.S. markets. I’d never before heard of 
him. But thanks to the excerpt from this 
book in Illustrators Quarterly #1, and this 
book, I’ve become a big fan.” -Bud. Book 
Palace Books, 2012, Out of Print. Con-
dition: Very Fine. Minor cover scuffs.
RB3017. HC, 9x12, 272pg, PC  $200.00
THE DREAMER: A Graphic Novella Set During The 
Dawn of Comic Books Signed
Signed & Numbered, #768 of 1000. 
By Will Eisner. Will Eisner explores the 
hopes and dreams of a young man who 
desires to be a cartoonist during the 
Great Depression of the 1930s. He dis-
covers the newly created field of comic 
books. This is a tale of one man in the 
early days of the comic books industry. 
With a tipped in bookplate signed by 
Eisner. Kitchen Sink Press, 1986. Out of 
Print. Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB3048. HC/DJ, 7x10, 46pg, b&w  $200.00
FLASH GORDON: The Movie
Art by Al Williamson. Flash continues 
his heroic struggle against the demonic 
tyranny of Ming. To guarantee authen-
ticity, Dino DeLaurentiis returned to the 
source and recreated episodes from 
Raymond’s original story of 1939; And 
so, after nearly fifty years, the grand vi-
sion of Alex Raymond comes full circle. 
Western Publishing Company, 1980. 
Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine.
RB3283. Comic, 8x11, 30pg, FC  $100.00
FROM THE PEN OF PAUL: The Fantastic Images 
of Frank R. Paul Deluxe
Signed & Numbered, 136/500. Edited 
with an introduction by Stephen D. Kor-
shak. Preface by Sir Arthur C. Clarke, 
with a special contribution by Jerry 
Weist. The first and only book on the life 
and art of the Grandfather of science-fic-
tion illustration.This Deluxe edition 
includes a definitive 16-page Illustrated 
Index of all Paul’s full-color science-fic-
tion magazine covers and black and 
white interior art. Signed by Stephen D. Korshak and Jerry 
Weist. Shasta/Phoenix Publishers, 2009. Condition: Very 
Fine/ As New. Stated First Printing, May 2009.
RB1648. HC, 9x12, 144pg, FC  $175.00
GLASGOW GIRLS: Women in Art 
and Design 1880-1920
Edited by Jude Burkhauser. A compre-
hensive overview of the work of women 
artists and designers in Glasgow at the 
turn of the century--their lives, achieve-
ments and circumstances. Because of 
the breadth of its scope, it has involved a 
number of scholars working in a variety 
of different specialties. Several of the 
texts are reproduced from earlier articles 
which have proved so influential that it was felt they deserved 
to be brought to a much wider readership. Canongate, 1990. 
Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB3093. HC/DJ, 9x11, 264pg, PC  $150.00

100 BULLETS Omnibus Vol 2
Collects 100 Bullets #59-100 and 100 
Bullets: Brother Lono #1-8, 2005-09. 
By Brian Azzarello. Art by Eduardo Risso. 
If your life was destroyed, and you knew 
that those responsible would never be 
held to account, how far would you go to 
get revenge? That’s the opportunity that a 
man called Agent Graves provides, in the 
form of a special case containing a gun, a 
hundred rounds of ammunition, and total 
immunity for their use.  
DC Comics, 2022. Due: Jul.
BULL02H. HC, 7x11, 1008pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
DOOM PATROL By Rachel Pollack Omnibus
Collects Doom Patrol #64-87, Doom Pa-
trol Annual #2, Totems #1, and Vertigo 
Jam #1, 1993-95. Science-fiction author 
Rachel Pollack. This collects her entire 
Doom Patrol run for the first time. Starting 
in 1989, Doom Patrol evolved into some-
thing truly bizarre--and brilliant--part of a 
wave of unbridled creativity that helped 
inspire the creation of DC’s groundbreak-
ing Vertigo imprint, and its impact is still 
felt today. DC Comics, 2022. Due: Oct.
DOOPH. HC, 7x10, 760pg, FC 
 $100.00 $90.00
THE EC ARCHIVES Confessions Illustrated
Collects #1-3. Highly Recommended. 
By Daniel Keys. Containing illustrated 
prose stories of scandal and forbidden 
romance, The EC Archives: Confes-
sions Illustrated collects the entire 
Confessions Illustrated in one volume 
and is illustrated by industry legends: 
Wally Wood, Joe Orlando, Reed Cran-
dall, Johnny Craig and more! #3 has 
a great painted cover by Rudy Nappi 
and stories by Jack Kamen, Craig and 
Orlando. Dark Horse, 2022. Due: Jun.
ECACONH. HC, 184pg,  $49.99 $42.50
KING CONAN The Original Marvel 
Years Omnibus Vol 1
Collects #1-19, 1980-81. Conan has 
deposed the tyrant Numedides to become 
ruler of Aquilonia. Palace intrigue adds 
more drama with Queen Zenobia and heir 
to the throne Prince Conn. Thoth-Amon 
returnstied to Conan by prophecy. Each 
issue is a double-sized by Roy Thomas, 
Doug Moench, Alan Zelenetz and art 
by John Buscema and Marc Silvestri. 
Marvel, 2022. Due: Jul.
KINC01H. HC, 7x10, 776pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
MARVEL MASTERWORKS  
CAPTAIN AMERICA Vol 14
Collects Captain America #247-260, 
1980-81. By Roger Stern and John By-
rne, Gene Colan and Mike Zeck. This 
starts with Machinesmith and his army 
of robot replicas! Then, our hero in a 
race for the presidency?!? Next, Batroc 
is back with Mr. Hyde and Cobra! This 
run concludes with Baron Blood seeking 
to conscript Cap into the army of the 
undead. Marvel, 2022. Due: Jul.
MCA14H. HC, 7x10, 328pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN Omnibus Vol 1
Collects Ultimate Comics Spider-Man #1-28, Ultimate 
Spider-Man #1-12 & much more, 2012-
14. When the Peter Parker falls, the world 
needs a Spider-Man--and here comes 
Miles Morales! But what’s the secret 
behind his powers--and can he master 
them before the Scorpion strikes? Family 
life gets complicated as Miles learns the 
truth! Miles shares a multiversal meeting 
of the Spider-Men with Peter Parker--but 
what leaves the young hero swearing 
never to wear the webs again?  
Marvel, 2022. Due: Sep.
MILM01H. HC, 7x11, 1168pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
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GODS AND GENERALS: The Paintings of Mort 
Kunstler Signed
Signed bookplate. America’s premier 
Civil War artist, Mort Künstler, is 
joined by the nation’s leading Civil War 
historian, Dr. James I. Robertson, Jr. 
in this extraordinary visual history of the 
Civil War’s dramatic first two years. A 
companion history to the motion picture 
of the same name, Gods and Generals 
is based on the best-selling Jeff Shaara 
novel, and surveys a crucial period in 
the War Between the States. Greenwich Workshop Press, 
2002. Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine.
RB3098. HC/DJ, 9x11, 144pg, FC  $100.00
J.W. WATERHOUSE (Phaidon)
By Peter Trippi. Art by J.W.  
Waterhouse. John William Waterhouse 
(1849-1917) is among the most popular 
Victorian artists. With their glowing 
color, compelling composition and 
Impressionist-inflected technique, these 
paintings reflects his distinctive ideal of 
female beauty and a fascination with 
the Romantic and Symbolist themes of 
passion, magic and transformation. Phaidon, 2002.  
Condition: Very Fine/As New.
RB1910. HC, 10x12, 251pg, FC  $200.00
JOSEPH CLEMENT COLL: The Art of Adventure
By John Fleskes. Introduction by 
Al Williamson and Mark Schultz. 
Joseph Clement Coll executed 100s 
of drawings for Associated Sunday 
Magazines. Because of the magazines’ 
rarity, these images have remained rel-
atively unknown. Selected from a near 
complete run--1904 to 1917--over 220 
of the finest are here, many for the first 
time since their original publication. 
Flesk Publications, 2003. Out of Print. 
Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB1946. SC, 9x11, 168pg, b&w  $150.00
LEBBEUS WOODS: The New City
First Edition. Lebbus Woods’ work is 
at the juncture of architecture, science, 
and the future. He creates a brave new 
architectural universe which follows in 
the visionary tradition of Frank Lloyd 
Wright, Paolo Soleri, and Buckminster. 
Of all the books available with Woods’ 
incredible graphic work, this is the most 
enjoyable. Touchtone, 1992. Out of 
Print. Condition: Fine. Small crease on 
bottom corner of cover.
RB3042. SC, 11x15, 84pg, PC  $150.00
ROUGH WORK Frank Frazetta
By Frank Frazetta. Concept Art, Doodles, 
and Sketchbook Drawings, gives fans 
an intimate glimpse of Frank Frazetta’s 
creative process by showcasing not only 
black-and-white and full-color drawings 
from his sketchbooks, but concept art as 
well, showing the artist’s raw imagination 
and problem-solving skills. Printed on de-
luxe art paper and featuring personal and 
previously unpublished material. Spectrum 
Fantastic Art, October 2007. Out of Print. 
Condition: Very Fine/As New. Mature Readers.
RB3139. HC, 6x9, 128pg, PC  $150.00
THE KID COWBOYS OF BOYS’ RANCH Signed
By Joe Simon and Jack Kirby. In-
cludes Certificate of authenticate signed 
by Joe Simon. First printing. This is the 
saga of Boys’ Ranch--the story of three 
tough orphan boys and their gunslinging 
mentor in those long ago days of the 
Wild West! This single prestige volume 
collects for the first time the complete 
six-issue run of this classic Simon and 
Kirby western strip. Marvel, 1992. Out of 
Print. Condition:Very Fine/ As New.
RB1839. HC, 7x10, 208pg, FC  $100.00

AL WILLIAMSON STRANGE 
WORLD ADVENTURES
Almost Gone! Our Highest Recom-
mendation. The first of four collections, 
expanded to an oversized 10x13 inch 
size. This is both the perfect introduction 
to Al Williamson’s work but also offers 
new, previously unseen work for veteran 
fans --all from the original artwork and 
reproduced in full color, like an Artist’s 
Edition! Flesk, 2021. Out of print.
ALSTR. SC, 9x12, 128pg, b&w  $39.95
THE ART OF NEIL GAIMAN & CHARLES VESS’ 
STARDUST Signed
Signed bookplate! Our Highest 
Recommendation. Introduction by Neil 
Gaiman. From Charles Vess’s personal 
archive--his illustrations, sketches, and 
stunning paintings, for the Stardust story 
by Neil Gaiman. This reveals the origins, 
processes, and final paintings produced 
for the award-winning fantasy novel Star-
dust which went on to a graphic novel, 
then a wonderful 2007 film. Titan, 2021. 
ARTSTHS. HC, 9x12, 160pg, FC  $39.95
THE ART OF OZ Witches, Wizards and Wonders 
Beyond the Yellow Brick Road
By John Fricke. Art by Gabriel Gale. Artist 
and Oz archeologist Gabriel Gale brings 
to life all the creatures and inhabitants from 
L. Frank Baum’s beloved series, many 
illustrated here for the first time: wicked 
witches and their armies, mythical beasts, 
elemental fairies, robots, insects, one-
legged and two-sided people, and many 
more sky, land, sea, and underground 
creatures. Rizzoli, 2021.
ARTOZH. HC, 9x12, 192pg, PC $39.95 $34.95
THE ART OF PULP FICTION An Illustrated History 
of Vintage Paperbacks
Our Highest Recommendation. 
Edited by Ed Hulse, with Will 
Murray, Gary Lovisi and David 
Saunders. From 1940 to 1970, 
paperbacks eclipsed pulp magazines 
and hardbound books as the most 
popular delivery vehicle for escapist 
fiction. And it was all about the cover 
art: vibrant, frequently garish, and 
often lurid.IDW, 2021.
ARTPFH. HC, 10x11, 240pg, Text/PC $49.99 $44.99
BAD GIRLS The Art of Trom
Recommended. By Marcel Trom. Ac-
claimed Brazilian artist Marcelo Trom’s 
Bad/Good Girl art is collected in this color 
book for the first time! Featuring comic 
covers, pinups, commissions of pop 
characters and original behind the scene 
comics creations illustrated only the way 
Trom could. Fantaco Enterprises, 2020.
BADG. SC, 8x11, 72pg, FC  $19.95
BOOKS OF EARTHSEA  
The Complete Illustrated 
Edition Signed
Signed bookplate! 992-pages! Our 
Highest Recommendation. Ursula 
K. Le Guin’s Earthsea novels are 
some of the most awarded works 
in literature--they have received 
prestigious accolades such as the 
National Book Award, a Newbery 
Honor, the Nebula Award, World 
Fantasy Award and many more. 
Now they’re all together in one vol-
ume. New introduction by Le Guin, 
50 illustrations in both b&w and color, some double-page, by 
Charles Vess. Saga Press, 2018.
BOOKEHS. HC, 7x9, 1008pg, PC  $59.99
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GOREY SECRETS Artistic and Literary Inspira-
tions Behind Divers Books by Edward Gorey
Recommended. By Malcolm Whyte. 
Edward Gorey (1925-2000) was a 
fascinating and prolific author and artist. 
Of the one hundred delightful and fasci-
nating books that Gorey wrote and illus-
trated, he rarely revealed their specific 
inspirations or their meanings. Where 
did his intriguing ideas come from? In 
Gorey Secrets: Artistic and Literary 
Inspirations behind Divers Books by 
Edward Gorey, Malcolm Whyte utilizes 
years of thorough research to tell an engrossing, revealing 
story about Gorey’s unique works.  
University of Mississippi Press, 2021.
GORSH. HC, 8x10, 176pg, PC  $35.00
GREEK MYTHS
Recommended. 47 tales based on the 
most famous episodes in Greek mythol-
ogy, from Prometheus, the Argonauts, 
and Theseus to the Trojan War and Ho-
mer’s Odyssey. Strikingly illustrated by 
multiple images from 29 artists, among 
them outstanding representatives of the 
Golden Age of Book Illustration and the 
Arts and Crafts Movement, including 
Walter Crane (1845-1915), Arthur 
Rackham (1867-1939), William Russell Flint (1880-1969), 
and Virginia Frances Sterrett (1900-1930). Taschen, 2021.
GREMYH. HC, 8x10, 336pg, PC $40.00 $34.95
H.R. GIGER POLTERGEIST II 
DRAWINGS 1983-1985
The legendary designer’s sketchbook 
for the Poltergeist sequel, filled with 
psychedelic shape-shifting ghosts and 
grotesque monsters. This facsimile 
edition contains 155 never before 
published drawings, from worm-like 
ghosts to soul-sucking monsters, as 
well as correspondence between Giger 
and director Brian Gibson. Printed in 
Germany, this is a rather small book. Edition Patrick Frey.
HRGPOLH. HC, 9x7, 300pg, b&w  $95.00
HAYAO MIYAZAKI
Highly Recommended. Published for 
the 2021 exhibition at the Academy Mu-
seum of Motion Pictures in Los Angeles. 
This book accompanied the first ever 
North American retrospective dedicated 
to the legendary filmmaker: hundreds 
of concept sketches, character designs, 
storyboards, layouts, backgrounds and 
production cels from his early career 
through all 11 of his films. DelMonico Books, 2021.
HAYMIH. HC, 9x11, 288pg, FC  $49.95
KAY NIELSEN An Enchanted Vision
115 color illustrations. Highly Recom-
mended. By Alison Luxner and Meghan 
Melvin. Kay Nielsen’s luminous 
interpretations of fairy tales and legends 
from around the world are among the 
most celebrated book illustrations of the 
early 20th century. This book is the first 
to put his achievements in the context 
of a career that took him from studies 
in Paris to the Copenhagen theater, to 
galleries in London and New York, to the 
Walt Disney Studios, presenting insights into his life, work and 
his materials and techniques. MFA Publications, 2021.
KAYNEH. HC, 8x11, 168pg, FC  $45.00
THE LIBRARY OF ESOTERICA Witchcraft
New from Taschen. Recommended. 
This is a deep dive into the complex 
symbologies behind witchcraft traditions, 
explored through the history of art from 
the dark seductions of de Goya and 
Albrecht Dürer to the elegant paean to 
the magical feminine as re-imagined by 
the Surrealist circle of Remedios Varo, 
Leonora Carrington, and Leonor Fini. 
Mother, nymph, crone--seductress and 
destroyer. Profusely illustrated with a 
wide range of artwork from Victorian era 
to today. Nudity. Taschen, 2021. Mature Readers.
LIBESH. HC, 7x10, 520pg, FC  $40.00

COVENANT The Art of Allen Williams
Highly Recommended. We previously 
handled Allen’s sketchbooks and were 
very impressed. Each of his dark, eerie, 
skeletal and surreal fantastical charac-
ters is accompanied by a line of text, a 
poem or a brief story that captures their 
essence. Occasional nudity. Stunning 
detail and imagination. Flesk, 2021.
COVEAW. SC, 9x12, 144pg, PC  $39.95
Hardcover Signed & limited, 1500,  
16 extra pages! 
COVEAWHS. HC, 9x12, 160pg, PC  $59.95
THE DRAWINGS OF EDWIN AUSTIN ABBEY  
Publishers Edition
Exclusive Publisher Hardcover Edition. 
Our Highest Recommendation. By 
Alice “Bunny” Carter. One of the finest 
pen & ink artists of his day; this first-ever 
book focuses on Edwin Austen Abbey’s 
(1852-1911) work in magazines and 
books. 350 drawings, including an ex-
quisite series done over twenty years for 
The Comedies of William Shakespeare, 
followed by a very rare set, The Shake-
speare Tragedies. Plus an extensive new 
essay by Alice A. Carter. Flesk, 2021.
DRAWEAH. HC, 6x9, 400pg, b&w  $49.95
Softcover Edition: DRAWEA.   $39.95  $36.95
THE DYNAMITE ART OF LUCIO PARRILLO
Highly Recommended. For the last 
decade, artist Lucio Parrillo has crafted 
some of the most incredible painted 
images ever seen in comics:Red Sonja: 
From Barbarian to Queen! Vampirella: 
Drakulon and Beyond! John Carter, Dejah 
Thoris and Tarzan. Plus: Zombies, Pirates 
and Chaos! Also featuring select process 
and preliminary pieces of art from Parrillo 
himself! Dynamite, 2020.
DYNLPH. HC, 9x12, 200pg, FC  $29.99
Signed Edition DYNLPHS.  $75.00
EC COVERS Artist’s Edition
Our Highest Recommendation. This 
ocollects the original art, in the same size 
as they were drawn, of more than 120 
EC covers by EC’s best. This gigantic 
(14 pounds) tome includes: Wally Wood, 
Harvey Kurtzman. Graham Ingles, 
Johnny Craig, Al Williamson, Frank 
Frazetta, Jack Davis, Al Feldstein, 
and more. That’s 40% of EC’s entire 
New Trend covers! Each has been shot 
from the original art. IDW, 2021. Rush 
Service and International shipping would require an 
additional charge.
ECCAEH. HC, 15x22, 160pg, b&w  $150.00
EPIC ART The Art of Joe Smith
Highly Recommended. By Gary Gerani. 
Foreword by Drew Struzan. A beautiful 
new hardcover book on the life and work 
of Joseph Smith, with foreword by leg-
endary illustrator Drew Struzan! Joseph 
has produced some of the most iconic 
Hollywood poster art from Ben-Hur and 
Earthquake! to bug-eyed monsters and 
crazed motorcycle gangs.  
Dreams and Visions, 2020.
EPICH. HC, 9x12, 160pg, PC  $40.00
FORTUNINO MATANIA PORTFOLIO Vol 1
Limited, 600. Highly Recommend-
ed. By Peter Richardson. The art of 
Fortunino Matania might have slipped 
from public view, but to connoisseurs of 
great illustration he remains in a league 
of his own. Book Palace presents a 
collection of some of his most powerful 
and awe-inspiring depictions of historical 
characters. Includes an introduction 
to Matania’s art and career, including 
photographs of him in his studio, with 
models, and the techniques he employed. Many nudes. Many 
images scanned directly from originals. Book Palace, 2021.
FORT01. SC, 8x11, 80pg, b&w  $37.50
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AIR WAR STORIES #2
Reprints Dell’s Air War Stories #2, 
1964. Recommended. By Paul S. 
Newman. Brilliantly illustrated by WWII 
vet, and Eisner Award-nominee Sam 
Glanzman. “The Hurricane That Wasn’t” 
and “Tag-Along Takes Over,” set during 
WWII; “Admirals’ Country,” set during the 
Cold War; and more. Plus the painted 
cover for the Dell 12-cent issue, and an 
essay, vintage advertisements, and more! 
It’s Alive, 2020.
AIRW02. Comic, 7x10, 48pg, FC  $9.99

REMEDIOS VARO The Mexican Years
By Masayo Nonaka. Recommended. A 
definitive survey of the life and work of 
a singularly appealing and mysterious 
Surrealist painter. For some ten years, 
from the mid-1950s until her death in 
1963, Varo devoted herself to creating 
an extraordinary dreamlike oeuvre, on 
the threshold between mysticism and 
modernity. Beautifully crafted images 
of medieval interiors, occult workshops 
and androgynous figures. Includes a complete illustrated 
chronology with never before published images. RM, 2020.
REMVH. HC, 10x11, 120pg, PC  $45.00
ROBERT WILLIAMS The Father of Exponential 
Imagination
Our Highest Recommendation. Art 
by Robert Williams. A career-spanning 
collection of the iconic painter’s fine 
art, including over 300 oil paintings as 
well as drawings, sculptures, and more. 
Robert provides a fascinating six-page 
preface and annotations all through the 
book. From his first work through his 
entire career, including sculptures, rare 
photos, artifacts and ephemera. Fantagraphics, 2019.
ROBWH. HC, 12x17, 484pg, FC $150.00 $135.00
SIDESHOW FINE ART PRINTS Vol 2
Highly Recommended. 100 never 
before collected works inspired by Star 
Wars, Marvel, DC, and more. Fan-fa-
vorite characters drawn by Alex Ross, 
Olivia De Berardinis, Adi Granov, Jon 
Foster, Mark Brooks, David Palumbo, 
Anthony Francisco, Paolo Rivera, and 
many, many others. Learn the process 
of many of these illustrators from con-
ceptual sketches to the finished piece. 
Insight Editions, 2021.
SIDF02H. HC, 9x12, 304pg, FC $60.00 $52.50
STUDIES By Glenn Barr
Recommended. The largest collection 
of the popular artist’s drawings ever 
assembled. With over 200 sketches 
in his “old school,” pencil-to-paper 
fluid style, Glenn Barr’s energetic 
loose line dances on the page. His 
pencil strokes evoke a playfulness and 
ease, yet reveal a honed mastery of 
storytelling. Juxtapoz says his work 
“exude[s] the sensuality and tension found in pulp art or film 
noir,” and HiFructose says it demonstrates a “unique style 
that combines cheesy glamour with scenes based in modern 
reality.” Sympathetic Press, 2021. Mature Readers.
STUGBH. HC, 10x10, 204pg, b&w $45.00 $39.95
WALT DISNEY’S NINE OLD 
MEN Masters of Animation

Recommended. Curated by 
Don Hahn. Text by Charles 

Solomon. Featuring original sketches 
from classic films such as Pinocchio, 
Bambi, and Peter Pan--including an 
exclusive look at the animators’ lives, 
with personal caricatures and fine artwork by Les Clark, Marc 
Davis, Ollie Johnston, Milt Kahl, Ward Kimball, Eric Lar-
son, John Lounsbery, Wolfgang Reitherman, and Frank 
Thomas--together they made history with their cutting-edge 
contributions to the world of animation.  
Walt Disney Family Foundation, 2018. Out of print.
WDNINEH. HC, 12x10, 160pg, PC $50.00 $24.99

MOEBIUS ALLA RICERCA DEL TEMPO
Over 330 reproductions. Highly 
Recommended. An all-new look at the 
master of French comics and fantasy art. 
Packed with reproductions from original 
artwork and paintings, and essays on 
time and archeology. Based on a 2021 
exhibit at the National Archaeologi-
cal Museum of Naples. In Italian and 
French. Moebius Production/Comicon 
Edizioni, 2021. 
MOEBLH. HC, 10x13, 176pg, PC  $90.00

Dan Brereton
OCTOBERLANDS An Autumnal Portfolio  
By Daniel Brereton Signed
Signed and numbered, 350. Highly 
Recommended. This Kickstarter (and 
Bud Plant) exclusive collection. The 
cover plate, featuring Noc, “The Queen 
of Darkness,” is a brand new image 
created specifically for the portfolio. 
This is a selection of his most memora-
ble works. Special signature full-sized 
signature plate, signed and hand-num-
bered by Brereton, with an additional 
illustration. Plate titles printed in gold. Dan Brereton, 2021.
OCTPD. HC, 9x12, 7 plates, FC  $50.00
DAN BRERETON’S NOCTURNALS Vol 1  
Black Planet and Other Stories Signed

Signed plate. From 2007. Highly 
Recommended. Handsome black 

leatherette binding, inlaid color cover 
plate, gold embossing, extra portrait 
and cover galleries, the first of three 
hardcovers reprinting the entire Nocturnals 
storyline. Oversized. This contains new 
story material and a lengthy afterword by 
Dan Brereton. Olympian, 2007.
DN01HS. HC, 7x11, 254pg, FC 
 $29.99 $19.99

ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY SPECIAL #1  
Spanish Artists
Third printing of their most popular 
special issue. Highly Recom-
mended. By Diego Cordoba. With 
Jordi Bernet, Enric, Luis Garcia, Pepe 
Gonzales, Esteban Maroto, Sanjulian 
and Josep Toutain. The inside story of 
the Spanish Studio/Agency (Toutain 
Studio) that transformed the Warren 
empire and brought an unprecedented 
realism into comics! Lavishly illustrat-
ed. Some nudity. Book Palace, 2021. Mature Readers.
IQS01. SC, 8x11, 144pg, PC  $45.99
ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY SPECIAL #9  
Crime Comics Special
Highly Recommended. Special Art 
Noir issue featuring the fine mystery 
illustrator Sean Phillips (Crisis 
and Devlyn Waugh), Jordi Bernet 
(Torpedo) and Charles Biro (Crime 
Does Not Pay). Also a history of crime 
comics, a look at pioneer Fred Guar-
dineer, and “Three Panel Crimes,” an 
interesting retro Instagram sensation. 
Book Palace, 2020.
IQS09. SC, 9x11, 144pg, PC  $37.99
ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY SPECIAL #11  
The Art of Frank Bellamy
Limited, 1000. Massive 144 pages. 
Highly Recommended. Frank 
Bellamy’s art documented an age of 
conflict, exploration, technological ad-
vancement, and social change. What 
makes Bellamy’s story so interesting 
is his development into a pre-eminent 
graphic artist. Robin Hood, King Ar-
thur, Heros the Spartan, Montgomery, 
Churchill, Fraser of Africa, are some of 
his most famous works. Book Palace, 2021. 
IQS11. SC, 9x11, 144pg, PC  $45.99
See our website (or inquire) for more Illustrator’s 
Specials.
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BARRY WINDSOR SMITH’S MONSTERS
Highly Recommended. 35 years in the 
making--a 360-page tour de force of 
visual storytelling, Monsters’ narrative 
canvas is vast and deep. The year is 
1964. Close-mouthed, damaged, inno-
cent, trying to forget a past and looking 
for a future, it turns out that Bobby Bailey 
is the perfect candidate for a secret U.S. 
government experimental program--an 
unholy genetics program discovered 
in Nazi Germany during World War II... 
Fantagraphics, 2021.
BARMH. HC, 8x11, 366pg, FC $39.99 $36.99
THE CALL OF CTHULHU A Mystery in Three Parts
Featuring over one hundred 
pencil drawings plus color! Our 
Highest Recommendation. By 
H.P. Lovecraft. Art by Gary Gianni. 
This is quite a unique fusion of 
cinematic design, graphic novel 
and illustrated book. Over a hun-
dred finished pencil drawings with 
occasional color pieces enhance and bring to life the work of 
two visionaries--H.P. Lovecraft and Gary Gianni--in an ex-
traordinary feat of storytelling and art, with art on nearly every 
page, worked carefully into the text. Flesk, 2021. 
CALCT. SC, 7x9, 112pg, PC  $19.95
THE COMPLETE AMERICAN GODS
Collects American Gods: Shadows 
#1-9, My Ainsel #1-9, and Moment of 
the Storm #1-9. Art by Scott Hampton, 
Russell and Walt Simonson. The complete 
comic series, adapted by P. Craig Russell 
from the award-winning novel by Neil 
Gaiman, in a deluxe, oversized collection 
with slipcase and ribbon. Shadow Moon, 
fresh out of jail, finds his wife dead, his life 
in shambles, and nowhere to turn. But a 
chance meeting with the mysterious Mr. 
Wednesday thrusts him into the center 
of a conflict between new and old gods, where the future of 
human and divine life is at stake. Dark Horse, 2021. 
COMAGH. HC, 9x13, 712pg, FC $124.99 $110.00
DRACULA The Original Graphic Novel
Our Highest Recommendation. 
The premier, 1966 graphic novel, 
produced by legendary Creepy mag-
azine founding editor, Russ Jones, 
EC writer Otto Binder and Star 
Trek artist Al McWilliams is finally 
back in print in a luxurious expanded 
hardcover with annotation by Sir 
Christopher Lee and cover by Frazetta! A tastefully terrifying 
addition to every horror fiend’s library. Vanguard, 2021.
DRACOH. HC, 11x8, 168pg, b&w $39.95 $36.95
THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE FICTION
Recommended. For the first time in il-
lustrated form, science fiction, its origins 
and its history from its beginnings as a 
“schlock” genre to its respected status 
today. Who is considered the world’s 
first science fiction author? What sci-fi 
novel is the all-time best-seller? What 
authors were the stars of the “Pulps” 
and how did they predict with uncanny 
accuracy the 21st century world around 
us? Who are the innovators, from 
Robert Heinlein to Dune, Philip K. Dick 
to William Gibson’s invention of cyberpunk. Humanoids, 2021.
HISSFH. HC, 8x10, 216pg, FC  $29.99
JIM SILKE’S BETTIE PAGE 
QUEEN OF THE NILE
Highly Recommended. By Jim Silke. 
A low-budget time machine mistakenly 
transports Bettie to ancient Egypt, where 
she battles the High Priest of Amon Ra, 
assorted thugs, and a lovesick mummy 
twice her size. She wiggles and squirms 
and bumps and grinds to avoid their 
evil clutches, but she can’t avoid the 
inevitable: everyone falls in love with her 
and she manages to frequently lose ALL 
her clothes.Great good-girl art by Jim Silke. First published in 
2000. Introduction by Frank Cho! Dynamite, 2020.
JSBET. SC, 7x10, 104pg, FC  $17.99

THE JODOROWSKY LIBRARY Vol 1
First of a collection of deluxe matching 
volumes collecting the author’s iconic 
graphic novels. Bawdy secret agent 
tale Anibal 5 (illustrated by Georges 
Bess) and the sci-fi epic Megalex 
(illustrated by Fred Beltran), along with 
a selection of stories from Screaming 
Planet with artwork by Adi Granov 
and Axel Medellin. Previously unseen 
bonus material, including Jodorowsky’s 
never-reprinted comics debut in 1966! 
Humanoids, 2021. Mature readers.
JODL01H. HC, 8x10, 300pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
DECONSTRUCTING THE JODOVERSE
Slipcased set. Limited, 1500. Rec-
ommended. Art by Moebius, Juan 
Gimenez, Zoran Janjetov and Travis 
Charest. Visionary author, filmmaker, 
and philosopher Alejandro Jodorows-
ky has created--with some of the world’s 
most talented sequential artists--an 
incredible Sci-Fi universe, full of love, 
revenge, intrigue, betrayal, and redemp-
tion. Its two cornerstone series are The 
Incal and The Metabarons.Packed with 
insights, rare and unseen preliminary illustrations and much 
more. Two deluxe editions in slipcase. Humanoids, 2021.
DECJH. HC, 10x13, 376pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
Slipcased set. Limited, 1500. DECJH.  
HC, 10x13, 376pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
See page 10 for more Jodorowsky.
THE LAST STAND OF THE TIN CAN SAILORS
Recommended. By James D. Hornfischer. 
Adapted by Doug Murray. Art by Steven 
Sanders. “One of the greatest last stands in 
naval history.” Adapted from the naval histo-
ry classic and New York Times bestseller. 
A riveting story of heroism against daunting 
odds. In October 1944, Japan’s Yamato, 
the largest battleship ever made, leads 
their forces on an allied landing, with just a 
handful of allied ships with little firepower 
and even less armor. This is their story. 
Dead Reckoning, 2021.
LASTSH. HC, 7x10, 208pg, FC  $29.95
THE LINCOLN BRIGADE
Recommended. By Pablo Dura. Art by 
Carlos Esquembre. This is the story of 
African American Oliver Law, who with 
other black American citizens volun-
teered to go fight in Spain, with little 
training, against the fascist faction lead-
er, General Francisco Franco. Law also 
fought and protested for worker rights in 
the 1930s United States. Caliber, 2021.
LINCB. SC, 7x10, 132pg, FC  $19.99
SMART GIRL
Winner of the Carlos Gimenez Prize for 
Best Artist. Recommended. By Fernan-
do Dagnino. In the near future, Yuki is a 
beautiful android servant used for every-
thing from security and domestic chores to 
carnal pleasure. When she rebels against 
an abusive master, something in her 
changes, and Yuki doesn’t accept her end; 
instead, she becomes self-aware...and 
goes on the run.Very well drawn, captivat-
ing story. Titan, 2021.
SMAGH. HC, 8x12, 208pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
THE STRANGE DEATH OF ALEX RAYMOND
Highly Recommended. Dave Sim is re-
nowned for Cerebus the Aardvark. Now, 
Sim brings to life the history of comics’ 
greatest creators, using their own 
techniques. Equal parts Understanding 
Comics and From Hell, Strange Death 
is a head-on collision of ink drawing 
and spiritual intrigue, pulp comics and 
movies, history and fiction. The story 
traces the lives and techniques of Alex 
Raymond (Flash Gordon, Rip Kirby), 
Stan Drake (Juliet Jones), Hal Foster 
(Prince Valiant), and more. Living the Line, 2021.
STRANH. HC, 8x12, 320pg, b&w $39.99 $36.99
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EC Archives
CHOKE GASP! The Best of 75 
Years of EC Comics
Our Highest Recommendation. By 
Bill Gaines. Reed Crandall, Johnny 
Craig, Jack Davis, George Evans, 
Graham Ingels, Harvey Kurtzman, 
Wally Wood, Al Williamson and lots 
more by Toth, Orlando, Severin, 
Kamen, Krigstein, Feldstein, and 
Russ Heath.Dark Horse, 2019.
CHOKH. HC, 8x11, 528pg, FC $49.99 $39.99
EC ARCHIVES Frontline Combat Vol 3
Collects #12-15. Our Highest Rec-
ommendation. The final four issues 
of EC’s second war (and anti-war) 
title. Legendary writer/artist/editor 
Harvey Kurtzman collaborates with 
some of the greatest comics artists of 
all time in Wally Wood, Jack Davis, 
George Evans, John Severin, Joe 
Kubert, Alex Toth, and Kurtzman 
himself. Dark Horse, 2021.
ECAF03H. HC, 8x11, 152pg, FC
 $39.99 $36.99
EC ARCHIVES Saddle Justice
Collects #3-8, 1948-49. Recom-
mended. By Al Feldstein. Collects 
the complete run of Saddle Justice, 
the very first EC title by Bill Gaines 
to break away from M.C. Gaine’s Ed-
ucation Comics format! Long before 
the days of horror and sci-fi, but by 
many of the same creators. Digitally 
recolored using the original palette, 
featuring art by legendary comics 
talents Johnny Craig, Graham Ingels, Henry Kiefer, 
Stan Asch, and others! Dark Horse, 2021.
ECASJH. HC, 8x11, 208pg, FC $49.99 $42.50

Softcovers
EC ARCHIVES The Haunt of Fear Vol 1
Collects #15-17 (#1-3) and 4-6, 
1950-51. Highly Recommended. 
The first six issues of Haunt in a new 
bargain-priced softcover. Very early 
work but classic still, by an all-star 
cast: Johnny Craig, Wallace Wood, 
Graham Ingles, Jack Kamen, 
Jack Davis, Al Feldstein, Harvey 
Kurtzman, and Harry Harrison! New 
digital colors, using Marie Severin’s 
original palette as a guide. Includes 
some original ads and all text stories. Dark Horse, 2021.
ECAHF01. SC, 8x11, 216pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
EC ARCHIVES Tales from the Crypt Vol 1
Our Highest Recommendation. 
Wow! Never before have classic EC 
comics been priced so reasonably, 
aside from the originals! Six complete 
full color issues, the first six issues 
of Crypt ever, plus an introduction by 
film director John Carpenter! Fea-
turing the amazing artistic talents of 
Johnny Craig, Al Feldstein, George 
Roussos, Wally Wood, Harvey 
Kurtzman, Graham Ingels, and 
Jack Kamen! Dark Horse, 2021.
ECTFC01. SC, 8x11, 216pg, FC $19.99 $17.99

A SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER 
and Other Stories
Highly Recommended. This volume 
collects all of George Evans’ horror 
stories for EC. It features “Blind Alleys,”-
-one of the most chilling and famous 
EC stories (adapted for the 1972 movie 
Tales From the Crypt)--“Gorilla My 
Dreams,” and “A Slight Case of Murder.” 
Fantagraphics, 2021.
ASLIGH. HC, 7x10, 224pg, b&w 
 $34.99 $31.99
BATWOMAN By J.H. Williams III Omnibus
Collects Detective #854-863, Batwom-
an #0-24 and more, 2009-14. Recom-
mended. Ex-military Kate Kane has taken 
up the identity of Batwoman, leading 
a one-woman war on Gotham City’s 
evil underbelly. Who or what is stealing 
children from the barrio, and for what vile 
purpose? And why is a certain govern-
ment agency suddenly taking an interest 
in her? J.H. Williams III’s extensive work 
on Batwoman saw him play both writer 
and illustrator and it’s visually stunning! 
He’s an amazing and creative artist. DC Comics, 2021.
BATWOH. HC, 896pg, FC $99.99 $89.99
THE COLLECTED TOPPI Vol 6 Japan Hurt
Almost Gone! Our Highest Recom-
mendation. Six tales of folklore set in 
Medieval Japan. Tales of ronin, demons, 
a retired samurai, the beautiful fox 
goddess and an unlikely savior, this col-
lection includes “Tanka,” “Kimura,” “The 
Return of Ishi,” “Sato,” “Ogari 1650,” 
and “Momotaro.” Evocative, detailed 
pen-and-ink style. Magnetic Press, 
2021. Out of print. Condition: These 
have bumped corners and/or dented 
cover edges.
COLT06H. HC, 9x12, 144pg, b&w $24.99 $19.99
We have no as-new copies; all our copies came slightly 
hurt. See page 3 for Vol 7 of Toppi. 
THE DARK HORSE BOOK OF HORROR
Now in softcover. Highly Recommend-
ed. Mike Mignola and a roster of great 
creators and characters in thirty-five 
stories of witchcraft, ghosts, and the 
risen dead. Originally published in four 
award-winning anthologies, these stories 
featured the debut of Evan Dorkin and Jill 
Thompson’s Beasts of Burden series, and 
artwork by Kelley Jones, P. Craig Rus-
sell, Gary Gianni. Dark Horse, 2021.
DARHO. SC, 7x10, 304pg, PC 
 $24.99 $21.99
MR. MONSTER The Original Adventures of  
Doc Stearne Signed
Signed full color bookplate with new 
work by Michael T. Gilbert, limited to 
300! Our Highest Recommendation. 
Mr. Monster was one of the many heroes 
created during the Golden Age of Cana-
dian comics. Michael T. Gilbert updated 
this same Mr. Monster in the 1980s. 
Two original 1940s Mr. Monster stories, 
earlier Doc Stearne stories and covers, 
by creator Fred Kelly. Plus never-before 
seen art, a Kelley interview, afterword by 
Gilbert and an original pin-up Canadian gallery! Raid, 2021.
MRMOHS. HC, 7x9, 110pg, PC  $34.95
NOCTURNALS Omnibus Vol 1 Signed
Signed Bookplate. Bargain-priced. 
Highly Recommended. Wow, this is a 
really hefty volume that rightly should 
be priced at $50! Four lush, innovative, 
action-packed graphic novels in one: 
Black Planet, Punkinheads, Carnival of 
Beasts, and Troll Bridge. Black Planet is 
the Eisner-nominated graphic novel which 
kicked off the captivating and weird tales 
of horror and crime starring the Noctur-
nals vigilante team of monster-hunters. 
Dark Horse, 2021.
NOC01HS. HC, 8x12, 320pg, FC  $29.99

WYNONNA EARP All In
Collects her first 18 stories over 
four series & Bad Day at Black Rock 
graphic novel, 2016 . New introduction 
by creator/writer Beau Smith. Collects all 
her adventures since the premiere of the 
TV series. Join Wynonna Earp, along with 
immortal gunslinger Doc Holliday, Waverly 
Earp, Officer Nicole Haught, Agent Xavier 
Dolls, Valdez, and Wynonna’s mentor, 
Smitty! IDW, 2021.
WYNA. HC, 7x10, 448pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
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THE PHANTOM The Complete 
DC Comics Years Vol 1
From 1987, first of three volumes. 
By Lee Falk et el. An action packed 
collection of the first six stories of the 
DC Comic Phantom, with the first 
mini-series by Peter David with art by 
Joe Orlando, followed by two stories 
from the next series with script by Mark 
Verheiden, pencils and inks by Luke 
McDonnell. Includes an interview with 
Peter David and a detailed biography of 
Joe Orlando. Hermes Press, 2021.
PHDC01H. HC, 8x11, 224pg, FC  $50.00
TROTS AND BONNIE
By Shary Flenniken. Introduction by 
Emily Flake. In the 1970s and 1980s, 
National Lampoon was home not only 
to some of the funniest humor writing 
in America but also to many of its best 
cartoons. One of the greatest was Trots 
and Bonnie by Shary Flenniken, a 
comic strip that followed the adventures 
and mishaps of the guileless teenager 
Bonnie and her wisecracking dog, Trots. 
New York Review Comics, 2021. Mature Readers.
TROTSHS. HC, 9x11, 160pg, b&w  $39.95

PS Artbooks
Roy Thomas Presents FRANKENSTEIN in Prize 
Comics Vol 1
The Prize Comics Years. Collects 
stories from #7-37, 1940-43. Highly 
Recommended. 1974 Briefer interview. 
Lengthy illustrated essay by Don Glut. 
Dick Briefer’s Frankenstein for Prize 
Comics is widely regarded as being 
America’s first ongoing horror series. 
PS Artbooks, 2021.
FRA01. SC, 7x10, 256pg, FC  $36.99
See our website (or inquire) for more 
volumes of Roy Thomas’s Franken-
stein.
STRANGE WORLDS Vol 1
Collects #1-5, 1950-51. Highly Rec-
ommended. Artistically, this title may 
be the closest to pure EC quality you’ll 
ever find. Here is pure sci-fi work by top 
talents Wally Wood, Joe Kubert, Ever-
ett Raymond Kinstler, Al Williamson 
and even a collaboration with Frank 
Frazetta and Roy Krenkel on one leg-
endary story! PS Artbooks, 2021.
STW01. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $26.99

FANTASTIC FOUR Omnibus Vol 3
New printing. Collects Fantastic Four 
#61-93, Annual #5-7 & more, 1967-69. 
Our Highest Recommendation. The 
first appearances of the Kree, Annihilus 
and “Him” (a.k.a. Adam Warlock); team-
ups with the Inhumans and Silver Surfer; 
and the birth of Franklin Richards! Add in 
classic enemies Dr. Doom, the Mole Man 
and Galactus...and Crystal’s first outing 
as a member of the FF.  Marvel, 2021.
FFOM03H. HC, 8x11, 952pg, FC 
 $125.00 $110.00
Vol 2 FF #31-60 & Annual #2-4 (1964-67). Vol 4 FF #94-125, 
Annual #8-9 & more (1969-72).  
FFOM02H, 04H.    ea: $100.00 $90.00
MARVEL MASTERS OF SUSPENSE Stan Lee & 
Steve Ditko Omnibus Vol 1
1956-61: 136 amazing stories. Our 
Highest Recommendation. Steve Ditko 
applied his incomparable art and story-
telling mastery to taut suspense-thrill-
ers--cast with nervous-eyed dreamers 
and sweaty-palmed schemers, none of 
whom make it out with getting their just 
desserts. Here you get every single one 
of Ditko’s stories of suspense for Marvel 
(and Atlas). Marvel, 2019.
MARMS01H. HC, 8x11, 688pg, FC
 $100.00 $90.00
MIGHTY MARVEL MASTER-
WORKS THE INCREDIBLE HULK 
Vol 1 The Green Goliath
Collects #1-6, 1962-63. Our Highest 
Recommendation. By Stan Lee, Jack 
Kirby and Steve Ditko. Caught in the 
heart of a nuclear explosion, Dr. Robert 
Bruce Banner now finds himself trans-
formed during times of stress into the 
dark personification of his repressed rage 
and fury! Marvel, 2021.
MMMIH01. SC, 6x9, 160pg, FC  $15.99
SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK By 
John Byrne Omnibus
Collects Marvel Graphic Novel #18, 
1985; Sensational She-Hulk #1-8, 
31-46, 48-50, 1989-93 plus more. 
Recommended. John Byrne took 
She-Hulk solo, first in a classic graphic 
novel and then an outrageous ongoing 
series--which moved between serious 
and tongue-in-cheek! Marvel, 2020.
SENSHEH. HC, 7x11, 752pg, FC 
 $125.00 $110.00

CLOAK AND DAGGER Omnibus Vol 2
Dozens of C&D issues & related titles, 
1987-92. By Bill Mantlo, Peter B Gillis, 
Terry Austin, Steve Gerber et al. Art by 
Larry Stroman, Terry Shoemaker et al. 
As Cloak discovers the hideous secret of 
his hunger for light, Nightmare seeks to 
use him to destroy Doctor Strange. Mr. 
Jip unleashes his minions, Day and Night. 
The Punisher, Mayhem, X-Factor. Dagger 
deals with the loss of her sight. Ecstasy 
wears Cloak’s cloak! Ty’s death? And 
more. Mephisto! Marvel, 2021.
CLD02H. HC, 7x11, 800pg, FC $100.00 $90.00
CONAN THE BARBARIAN The Original Marvel 
Years Omnibus Vol 6
Collects Conan The Barbarian #150-
171; Conan Annual #8-9 and What If? 
#43, circa 1977. This covers the entire 
run of writer Michael Fleisher’s two 
years, while John Buscema turns in 
iconic artwork--inked by the great Ernie 
Chan and by Big John himself! Conan 
and the scheming Jergal Zadh, the 
magic-wielding Alhambra, the conniving 
Baron Vjerzak and Conan’s old comrade 
Fafnir! Marvel, 2021. 
CONB06H. HC, 7x11, 672pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
See our website (or inquire) for more Conan Omnibuses.
KULL THE CONQUEROR The 
Original Marvel Years Omnibus
Collects Kull the Conqueror #1-2 & 
#1-10, 1983 & more, 1982-89. Rec-
ommended. The last of three volumes 
collecting the complete original Marvel 
Kull comics kicks off with an early ‘80s 
Spider-Man/King Kull team-up Cult! A 
new solo Kull series by John Buscema, 
John Bolton, Charles Vess, Butch 
Guice and more. Marvel, 2021.
KULLCH. HC, 7x11, 632pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
KULL THE DESTROYER The  
Original Marvel Years Omnibus
Collects Kull #1-29 and nine more 
appearances, 1971 plus. Highly Rec-
ommended. Marie Severin and John 
Severin contributed what many consider 
their creative highlight, in tales that 
showed how uneasy sat the crown on the 
head of Kull! Mike Ploog’s art features 
heavily, and Kull’s first appearance by 
Bernie Wrightson! Marvel, 2021.
KULLDH. HC, 7x11, 808pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
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THE BOOK OF AZATHOTH TAROT DECK Signed
Signed & numbered plate, from 2000. 
Artist and creator Nemo’s homage to the 
works of great H.P. Lovecraft--a deck 
that might have existed in the Lovecraf-
tian universe, perhaps even used by 
the witch, Keziah Mason, or old wizard 
Whateley; and to carry forward the eldrich 
atmosphere that Lovecraft weaved so 
well. Detailed pen and ink drawings, 
heavy lidded presentation box.  
Nemo’s Locker, 2020.
BOOKAZT. 78 cards, 3.5x5, Two Color  $35.00
OLIVIA PEARL DIVE BETTIE PAGE ENAMEL PIN
Recommended. Enamel Pin featuring 
Bettie Page in “Pearl Dive.” Bettie as a 
mermaid, with black giant fins, a rose in 
her hair, and tiny somethings over her 
nipples. Fun image. Made of stainless 
steel. 1.25 inches wide x 1.75 inches 
high approx. Olivia De Berardinis, 2021.
OLIVPD. 1.25” x 1.75”, FC  $12.00
See our website (or inquire) for more 
pins from Olivia.
THE ART OF NASA The Illustrations  
That Sold the Missions
2021 Locus Award Winner. Highly 
Recommended. By Piers Bizony. Art 
by Robert McCall, Ron Miller, Robert 
Watts, Paul Calle, David Hardy et al. 
From space suits to capsules, landing 
modules to the Space Shuttle, the 
International Space Station, and more. 
60 years of American space explora-
tion: early missions of Gemini, Mercury, Apollo, mission to 
Mars and other deep-space explorations. Motorbooks, 2020.
ARTNAH. HC, 12x12, 192pg, FC $50.00 $44.95
AUTO EROTICA A Grand Tour Through Classic 
Car Brochures of the 1960S to 1980S
Edited by Johnny Trunk, Damon Murray 
et al. Motoring in Britain during the 
1960s, 1970s and 1980s, as portrayed 
in rare ephemeral booklets full of unusu-
al graphic ideas and concepts. Fabulous 
photography, dazzling color charts, 
strange foldouts and inspiring styles! 
Expect fast Fords, the XJS, the TR8, 
MGs, Minis, Maxis, Renaults, Beemers, 
VWs, Vivas, Citroëns, DeLoreans and a 
whole lot more. Fuel, 2021.
AUTOE. SC, 7x9, 240pg, PC  $34.95

EXOTIC ADVENTURES OF ROBERT SILVERBERG 
Hardcover
With 24 bonus pages. Award-win-
ning sci-fi writer Robert Silverberg 
moonlighted writing these lost pulp 
tales. Never before collected since their 
original 1950s publication, in facsimile 
re-creations with the original artwork. 
Nudity, adult situations.  
New Texture, 2021. Mature Readers. 
EXOTAH. HC, 8x11, 144pg, Text/PC 
  $39.95
Softcover Edition: EXOTA. SC  $24.95
THE PULPSTER 30
Cover by Graves Gladney. Highly 
Recommended. “The Shadow at 90” 
includes Craig McDonald and how The 
Shadow changed from 1931 to 1949. 
David Saunders profiles actor James 
La Curto, the first voice and face of The 
Shadow. Will Murray reveals secrets. 
Walter B. Gibson recalls how he wrote, 
“a million words a year for 10 straight years.” Interviews with 
cover artists Jerome Rozen and Graves Gladney.  
Mike Chomko, 2021.
PULP30. SC, 8x11, 60pg, Text/PC  $15.00

How-To
JOHN HOWE’S ULTIMATE 
FANTASY ART ACADEMY
Inspiration, Approaches and Tech-
niques for Drawing and Painting 
the Fantasy Realm. Foreword by 
Terry Gilliam! Afterword by Alan 
Lee! Highly Recommended. Exam-
ines in fascinating detail over 150 of 
the John Howe’s outstanding sketch-
es, drawings and paintings, plus the techniques and stories 
behind each. Step-by-step through commissioned drawing 
and painting demonstrations. David & Charles, 2021.
JOHHU. SC, 8x11, 224pg, PC $26.99 $23.99

Edgar Rice Burroughs
JOHN CARTER OF MARS: Gods of the Forgotten
Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe. By 
Geary Gravel. Wrap-around cover by 
Chris Peuler. The death of a friend spurs 
the Warlord of Mars to investigate a 
series of perplexing mysteries in the for-
bidding icy northern reaches. The enigma 
deepens as he journey to the treasure 
city of Gathol with his spirited daughter 
Tara and an unexpected stowaway. An 
insidious conspiracy threatens the exis-
tence of all life on Barsoom.  
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 2021.
ERBJC. SC, 6x9, 402pg, Text Only  $21.95
Hardcover Edition: ERBJCH.  $36.95
TARZAN UNTAMED FRONTIERS Signed
Signed & numbered by both creators, from 350! By Gary 
A. Buckingham. Art by Daniel 
Parsons. An entirely new Tarzan 
novella, which takes place 
before Tarzan the Untamed, in 
which German militarists are in 
Africa, about to drag Tarzan into 
the Great War. Plus a second 
new short story, introduction by 
Will Murray, and more. Provided as the bonus publication for 
the 2020 ECOF/Burroughs Convention. ECOF, 2020.
TARUFS. SC, 8x11, Text/b&w  $20.00

THE HISTORY OF EC COMICS Signed
Limited to 5000. From the leading 
authority on EC. Huge oversized vol-
ume. Our Highest Recommendation. 
By Grant Geissman. With exclusive 
8x11 full color bookplate drawn by An-
gelo Torres, and signed by the author. 
The full, fascinating story of EC by 
EC-expert Grant Geissman. Over 100 
rarities that have never seen print. Cov-
er images are reproduced from Gaines 
file copies. 1,000 illustrations. Taschen, 
2020. Rush Service and International 
shipping would require an additional charge.
HISECH. HC, 16x11, 596pg, FC  $200.00
QUALITY COMPANION
Back in stock, from 2011. Mike 
Kooiman with Jim Amash! This provides 
the first-ever A-Z, in-depth character 
profiles of every Quality costumed 
super-hero. Plus nine complete 
original stories from 1940s issues of 
Feature, Smash, Police, National, and 
Crack Comics art by Lou Fine, Reed 
Crandall, Jack Cole, Will Eisner, and 
others! TwoMorrows, 2021.
QUALC. SC, 8x11, 288pg, PC $31.95 $27.95

WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK Balloonatics
Book 25 in the Complete Carl Barks 
Disney Library. 18 Stories. Highly 
Recommended. Stories of the Junior 
Woodchucks starring Huey, Dewey, and 
Louie--written and penciled by Barks 
with finishes by internationally acclaimed 
Duck artist Daan Jippes--debut in this 
volume! Fantagraphics, 2021.
WD25H. HC, 7x10, 208pg, FC 
 $29.99 $26.99
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ALL NATURAL BEAUTIES
By Adam Koons. “Why should we women 
grow old gracefully? Better to stay young 
ungracefully,” said a famous actress. Pretty, 
fresh, natural Graces free and wild as nature 
created them. Several pages of each girl, 
often with more, then less clothes, or just from 
different angles. Bedroom, seaside, mountain-
side. Explicit, nothing left to the imagination 
here. Goliath, 2020. Adult material.
ALLNBH. HC, 6x8, 240pg, FC $44.99 $39.99
FETISH FASHION
Recommended. Full- and double-page 
photographs.The best creations from 39 
international designers--latex, pasties, 
high heels, BDSM outfits, masks, stylized 
hair, great vintage & retro settings. From 
cosplay to bondage, from sex fantasies 
to latex fetish scenes. An amazing array 
of different girls, different nationalities, 
settings. Some full nudity. Konemann, 2019. Mature Readers.
FETFAH. HC, 10x10, 480pg, FC  $29.95
HISTORY OF SEXUAL PUNISHMENT IN PICTURES
Ooooohhhh oooowwwww--300 years of erotic 
spanking in pictures. From the punishments 
of classical times to today’s pornographic 
role-play. A vintage look at pain and pleasure, 
including rare work from the 1940s, 50s and 
60s, and what looks like some by John Willie. 
A variety of bondage devices--which willing 
ladies bond to them--are also part of the 
wide-ranging overview. Perhaps 10 to 20% of 
the images are drawn. English, French, Dutch, 
Spanish, Italian. Goliath, 2019. Adult Material.
HISEXH. HC, 4x7, 272 pg, b&w $34.99 $29.99
NATURALLY SEXY GIRLS
By Michael White. Michael White’s photo-
graphs are, in truth, erotic short stories. From 
graceful and ladylike to wantonly obscene, 
nothing is off the table. And all natural, no en-
hanced assets. Several shots of each subject 
in various states of undress and teasing. Full 
nudity. Goliath, 2020. Adult material.
NATSGH. HC, 6x9, 304pg, FC $49.99 $44.99
TOM KELLEY’S STUDIO
Visionary Color Nude Photography: 
1940s-1970s. Highly Recommended. A 
vast, previously unseen archive of Kelley’s 
nude photos. These are NOT typical in 
any way, but fresh and different. We like 
this very much. Divided up by decades, 
beginning with the 1940s. Evelyn West, 
Norma Brooks, Diane Webber, Mamie 
Van Doren, Marilyn Monroe! Reel Art, 
2014. Mature Readers. Out of print.
TKSH. HC, 10x12, 288pg, FC $49.95
WOMEN OF THE SUN  
Bunny Yeager in Mexico
Highly Recommended. Pioneer photog-
rapher Bunny Yeager, began her career 
as a model herself, then shot Playboy 
centerfold girls and gorgeous models. 
This handsome new coffee-table hard-
cover showcases a stunning collection of 
unique photos shot south of the border 
during the mid-1960s that has remained 
largely unseen--until now. Over 200 rare 
images in both color and b&w.  
Cult Epics, 2020. Mature Readers.
WOSUH. HC, 9x11, 200pg, PC $59.95 $52.95

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS  
MONSTERS A Legacy of Horror
Recommended. By Michael Mallory. 
Foreword by Jason Blum. Universal 
Studios’ classic films like Dracula, Fran-
kenstein, and The Wolf Man, as well as 
little known features. Newly expanded 
to include what the present and future 
holds for these venerable characters. 
Wonderful behind-the-scenes stills. 
Rare posters in full color. The #1 studio 
for 1920s-1950s Hollywood B-film horror. Universe, 2021.
UNIVSH. HC, 9x12, 268pg, PC $45.00 $39.95

HAMMER COMPLETE The Films, 
The Personnel, The Company
Recommended. By Howard Maxford. 
Everything you could want to know 
about the “Studio that Dripped Blood.” A 
massive lowdown on all the classics of 
horror, musicals, comedies, travelogues, 
fantasies, historical epics, pirate adven-
tures. And every star, from Christopher 
Lee to the voluptuous ladies. Lavishly 
illustrated. McFarland, 2019.
HAMCH. HC, 9x11, 992pg, Text/b&w  $95.00
ART OF HAMMER: Revised. ARHAMH.  $34.95 $31.95

GENE BILBREW REVEALED The Unsung  
Legacy of a Fetish Art Pioneer
By Richard Pérez Seves. 100s of rare 
and extraordinary images culled from 
his 24-year career, this volume illus-
trates the story of the first black career 
fetish artist in history: Gene Bilbrew, 
a.k.a. “Eneg,” a man whose unique 
vision redefined cutting-edge art of the 
1950s and ‘60s for renegade publisher 
Irving Klaw.  
Pérez Seves, 2019. Mature readers.
GENEB. SC, 5x8, 298pg, PC  $25.00
MILO MANARA The Definitive Collection
Recommended. The ultimate col-
lection from international superstar 
comic book writer and artist Milo 
Manara. Famous for his mythi-
cal and erotic art style, this book 
collects three of his most famous 
works: Gullivera, Pandora’s Eyes, 
and The Golden Ass. All are highly 
erotic, explicit and provocative, by 
perhaps the best artist of erotica in 
comics today. Humanoids, 2020. 
Adult material.
MILDEF. SC, 8x10, 200pg, FC  $24.99
SEX AND HORROR Vol 4
Recommended. Here is the 1960s 
and ‘70s publishing phenomenon 
known as “fumetti sexy”--Italian 
adult comics with a unique take on 
such genres as horror, crime, fan-
tasy, history and fairy tales. Wilder 
and weirder than you can imagine, 
sometimes quite explicit, some of 
the most outrageous and shocking 
comics ever produced and hugely successful.  
Korero Press, 2021. Mature readers.
SEHOR. SC, 9x10, 160pg, FC $36.95 $33.95
The Art of Alessandro Biffignandi [SEHOAB],  
Emanuele Taglietti [SEHO]. . ea:  $36.95 $33.95
SIRENS The Pin-Up Art Of David Wright
British Pin-Up Art, 1930s-60s. 
Highly Recommended. By Terry 
Parker. His illustrations epitomize 
1940s-50s female glamour. The twist 
is he’s British--Being British means 
nudity was never an issue, even on 
the covers of paperbacks and inside 
magazines! A beautiful and elegant 
collection featuring sleek, and sexy 
young ladies--much never seen in 
the US. Titan, 2013.
SIREH. HC, 9x12, 192 pg, FC  $34.95
SWING Vol 4
By Matt Hawkins. Art by Yishan Li. 
A Sunstone crossover event--Dan 
and Cathy are on a trip to New York 
and decide to visit the BDSM club 
featured in the Sunstone books by 
Stjepan Sejic. Hijinks ensue as some 
familiar characters from Sunstone 
meet our Swinging duo!  
Image Comics, 2021. Adult material.
SWIN04. SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC 
  $16.99
Vol 1: SWIN01.  $9.99 
Vols 2, 3: SWIN02, 03.  ea: $16.99
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SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN Facsimile Edition #1
From 1976, the first issue of the 2nd 
Spidey title. By Gerry Conway, Sal 
Buscema and Mike Esposito. By the 
mid-1970s, Spidey fans could thrill to their 
favorite hero’s escapades in “Amazing 
Spider-Man,” his high-octane encounters 
with other super-types in “Marvel Team-
Up,” his all-ages adventures in “Spidey 
Super Stories” and reprints of classic 
stories in “Marvel Tales”--and still it wasn’t 
enough! Such was the clamor that a 
second solo title debuted with a focus on 
the man beneath the mask: the always popular Peter Parker! 
Marvel, 2022.
SPECS01. Comic, 7x10, 32pg, FC  $3.99
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By J Michael Straczynski 
Omnibus Vol 1
Collects Amazing Spider-Man #30-58, 
500-514, 509 Director’s Cut, 2001-
04. Acclaimed screenwriter J. Michael 
Straczynski (Babylon 5) begins a 
run that established him as one of the 
all-time Spidey greats--joined by the leg-
endary John Romita Jr. They kick things 
off by introducing an enigmatic stranger 
with a startling secret about Spider-Man’s 
origin. Wrestling with his separation 
from Mary Jane, Peter goes back to his 
roots with a new job--science teacher at his old school. But 
how will Aunt May react when she learns that Peter is really 
Spider-Man? Plus: Spidey battles Doctor Octopus, Morlun, 
Dormammu and more, and teams up with Doctor Strange, 
Captain America and--Loki?! Marvel, 2022.
AMSJ01H. HC, 7x10, 1120pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
VAMPIRELLA Seduction of the Innocent Vol 2
Collects #9-14. By Christopher Priest. Art 
by Ergun Gunduz and Giovanni Timpano. 
Cover by Lucio Parrillo. Picking up from 
the end of volume 1, Seduction of The 
Innocent continues, taking us back to 
where the series began--the doomed 
flight of Affirm Air 1969. A warning comes 
to Vampirella too late as a cadre of her 
greatest foes execute their plan to destroy 
the life that she’s built for herself on Earth. 
But who’s really behind them? Lilith, or 
Vampirella’s half-brother, Drago? Plus 
72 pages of variant covers by Parrillo, Dalton, Castro et al. 
Dynamite, 2022.
VAMSED02. SC, 7x10, 156pg, FC  $19.99
ALLEY OOP ON THE PLANET OF DELFON 1978 
By Dave Graue
Recommended. First the wrap-up of 
an adventure in ancient Rome, when 
our adventurers introduce gunfire to 
the Roman legions. Then a return to 
prehistoric times for a quick adven-
ture, and off to a sci-fi adventure...
our time-traveling caveman and Oola 
are both stranded on Delfon, a planet 
of lizard warriors and living, talking vegetables! This volume 
includes all of the daily strips from 1978, which have never 
before been reprinted. Manuscript Press, 2022.
ALLEOP. SC, 11x9, 104pg, b&w  $19.95
See page 16 for more Alley Oop.
TRAILBLAZERS A Tribute to Canada’s WWII  
Comic Creators
Limited, 300. Highly Recommended. 
A very special homage by contemporary 
artists, celebrating the 80th Anniversary 
of the first published Canadian comic 
books and their creators. Canadian war-
time comic enthusiast Ivan Kockmarek 
has edited an anthology of tributes to 
Canada’s original comic creators by 
some of the best current creators. Con-
tributors include: Michael Gilbert (on Mr. 
Monster’s creator Fred Kelley, naturally), 
Ken Steacy, Ho Che Anderson, Dave Sim, James Waley 
(Orb), Eric Kim, Ronn Sutton (of Dark Horse fame), Ron 
Kasman et al. North End Books, 2021.
TRAILB. SC, 7x10, 56pg, b&w  $20.00

FLEXIBLE The Art of Yo Shimizu
Highly Recommended. The first col-
lection of Yo Shimizu’s work, featuring 
160 breathtakingly beautiful and over-
whelmingly fantastic landscapes and 
characters, body armor and creatures. 
The book introduces a wide variety of 
Shimizu’s work to date, from fully-real-
ized digital art to his prelim landscapes, 
hand-drawn in water color. A bonus 
feature on the making of the cover 
illustration is included with bilingual 
Japanese and English text. PIE International, 2022.
FLEXAR. SC, 7x10, 192pg, FC $39.99 $36.99
REAL PHOTO POSTCARDS Pictures from a 
Changing Nation
Recommended. By Linda Klich and 
Benjamin Weiss. It was revolutionary 
when the Eastman Kodak Company, 
in 1903, unveiled a new postcard 
camera that produced a post-
card-size negative that could print 
directly onto a blank card. Suddenly 
almost anyone could take a pic-
ture--local celebrations and parades, 
newsworthy disasters, sightseeing 
trips--and turn it into a postcard. MFA Publications, 2022.
REALPH. HC, 9x10, 304pg, b&w  $45.00
SPECTRUM Vol 12
Publisher file copy. Our Highest 
Recommendation. Edited by Cathy 
Fenner and Arnie Fenner. 350 works 
by artists from around the world. Seven 
categories include comics and graphic 
novels. Justin K. Sweet, Brad Holland, 
Greg Ruth, Lawrence Northey, Arthur 
Suydam et al. Grand Master: H. R. 
Giger, with an essay by Harlan Ellison. 
Underwood Books, 2005. Out of print.
SPE12. HC, 9x12, 208pg, FC  $29.95
See page 4 for more Spectrum.
DEMON DAYS Treasury Edition
Acclaimed Artist Peach Momoko 
Reimagines the Marvel Universe! Rec-
ommended. A wandering swordswoman 
with a psychic blade arrives at a village 
targeted by demons. Mariko Yashida 
hears mysterious voices and has strange 
dreams that feel real. Deadly creatures 
lurk in the woods-- including a mysterious, 
blue-skinned woman and a giant with 
super-strength and claws! Plus many 
bonus features, all in a huge oversized 
format. Marvel, 2022.
DEMDA. SC, 9x13, 208pg, FC $34.99 $31.99
DUNE TALES FROM ARRAKEEN
Collects Dune: Blood of the Sardaukar 
#1 & A Whisper of Caladan Seas #1. By 
Brian Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson. Art 
by Adam Gorham. Jopati Kolona is one of 
the Sardaukar: the emperor’s elite military 
unit. The Sardaukar are unbeatable, 
unbending in their devotion, and feared 
throughout the galaxy. Tasked with over-
throwing the Atreides stronghold on Dune, 
Jopati will be forced to choose between 
duty and forgiveness. Meanwhile, Paul 
Atreides meets his destiny in battle. Boom!, 2022.
DUNTFH. HC, 7x10, 112pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
MICKEY MOUSE ZOMBIE COFFEE
Our Highest Recommendation. I love 
this! It’s the old Mickey in a 1930s-style 
adventure told in a daily comic strip format 
but in full, rich, warm colors. -Bud. Mickey, 
Minnie, Donald, Horace Horsecollar, and 
Clarabelle Cow go camping to forget the 
Great Depression. But when they return 
to Mouseton, they find shady Rock Fuller 
destroying it to build a golf course--with 
the help of an army of “zombies”!  
Fantagraphics, 2022.
MMZOMH. HC, 12x9, 80pg, FC $24.99 $22.99
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THE ART 
OF HADDON SUNDBLOM

Second Printing. Our Highest Recommendation. 
By Daniel Zimmer. Haddon Sundblom (1899-1976) 
was Coca Cola’s most prolific artist, painting subjects 
that ranged from pin-up bathing beauties to soda-foun-
tain scenes. They are actively collected today. During 
his peak period in the 1940s, he produced half of all 
Coke’s advertising art, including the famous Santa 
everyone recognizes today. He was head of an entire 
illustration studio; he painted calendar art, including 
nudes; and he was a major influence on top artists of 
the time. In the mid-1930s, he began to paint pin-ups 
and glamour pieces for calendars--this work was a 
major influence on many pin-up artists, such as Gil 
Elvgren, Edward Runci, Joyce Ballantyne, Art Frahm, 
and Harry Ekman. Sundblom’s last assignment, in 
1972, was a cover painting for Playboy’s Christmas 
issue! This covers his entire career, including several 
full nudes. Illustrated Press, 2022.
ARTHSH. HC, 9x12, 224pg, FC  $44.95

BLOOD N THUNDER 
2022 Special Edition

Highly Recommended. Introduc-
tion by Ed Hulse. Cover by Hugh J. 
Ward. This massive Special Edition 
boasts more than 100,000 words 
and over 100 illustrations in 336 
pages. Will Murray on the rare one-
shot supervillain pulps The Octopus 
and The Scorpion. Life-long fantasy 
fan Donald Sidney-Fryer shares his 
memories of fantasy/horror authors 
August Derleth and Fritz Leiber Jr. 
Film historian Richard W. Bann offers 
a behind-the-scenes look at the mak-
ing of This Gun for Hire (1942), an 
early film noir classic. Karl Schadow 
uncovers fascinating details on late 
‘20s and early ‘30s radio programs 
adapted from pulp magazines. And 
much more, including a major look at 
Doubleday’s Crime Club. Profusely 
illustrated. Murania Press, 2022.
BLOT22. SC, 7x10, 336pg, Text/b&w  $24.95

AMERICAN TV COMIC BOOKS 
1940’S-1980’S

From the Small Screen to the 
Printed Page. Highly Recom-
mended. By Peter Bosch. This 
massive book, profusely illustrated 
in full color, takes you from the small 
screen to the printed page, offering 
a fascinating and detailed year-by-
year history of over 300 television 
shows and over 2000 comic book 
adaptations across five decades. 
Hundreds of full-color covers and 
images, plus profiles of the artists 
who drew TV comics: Gene Colan, 
Alex Toth, Dan Spiegle, Russ 
Manning, John Buscema, Russ 
Heath, and many more giants of 
the comic book world. Whether you 
loved watching The Lone Rang-
er, Rawhide, and Zorro from the 
1950s--The Andy Griffith Show, 
The Monkees, and The Mod Squad 
in the 1960s--Adam-12, Battlestar 
Galactica, and The Bionic Woman in the 1970s--or Alf, 
Fraggle Rock, and “V” in the 1980s--there’s plenty here 
for fans of TV and comics alike! TwoMorrows, 2022.
AMETV. SC, 8x11, 192pg, FC $29.95 $26.95

ENCORE THE ART OF LIAM 
SHARP Signed with Sketch

Signed, with large original 
detailed sketch across the front 
endpapers! Includes signed 
Kickstarter booklet and 3x5 print. 
Highly Recommended. Introduction 
by Grant Morrison. Encore showcas-
es work from across Liam Sharp’s 
extensive career, presenting much 
of the hyper-detailed art in its black 
and white unlettered form for the first 
time in print--from the spectacular 
high fantasy of The Brave and the 
Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman, 
to the incredibly intricate sci-fi realms 
of The Green Lantern. Also: many 
examples of Liam’s full-color work-
-both traditional and digital--which 
pays homage to the masters of the 
past while also pushing boundaries 
and breaking new ground.  
Sharpy, 2021.
ENCLSD. HC, 8x11, 140pg, PC 
  $100.00

ENCORE The Art of Liam Sharp Signed
Includes signed Kickstarter booklet and 3x5 card. 
Highly Recommended. Sharpy, 2021.
ENCLSHS. HC, 8x11, 140pg, PC  $45.00
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